3VR VIDEO INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM™

FACIAL SURVEILLANCE REFERENCE SHEET
Note - Analog source

FACE CAPTURE OPTIMIZATION

Note - Analog source (4 ft. wide)

Balanced Lighting — Wide dynamic range in the face.
Horizontal Angle — Both ears visible.
Vertical Angle — Use chart or formula below.
Field of view (Head Size) — No more than 4.5 feet.
No wider then wrists of outstretched arms.
Face/Head at least 1/7 or 15% of width of image.

MAXIMUM CAMERA MOUNTING HEIGHT — Based on average face height of 5’ and a maximum vertical slope of 20%
Distance to Face:

8’

10’

12‘

15’

20’

25’

30’

35‘

40’

50‘

Max. Mounting Height:

6.6’

7’

7.4’

8’

9’

10’

11’

12’

13’

15’

Equation: ( .2 x D ) + E = H
D = Distance to Face

LENS FOCAL LENGTH

E = Average Eye Height ( 5’ )

Distance to Face:

10’

20’

30’

40‘

50’

60’

4.5 ft. wide

11mm

22mm

33mm

44mm

55mm

66mm

ADDITIONAL KEY FACTORS
Traffic flow

MEGAPIXEL CAMERA TABLE — FOV WIDTH

High traffic (elevator, lobby door)
Destination point (lobby desk, hallway)

Where people look
Normal pace

Lens

Varies in each application — generally recommend 5-50mm

Event Length

Recommended 3 seconds (minimum 2 seconds)

Camera features

Varies on application
Black & white (low light)

High quality
applications

Bank teller station
Entrance doors
Queue lines
Hallways (approx 4.5 ft wide)
**Controlled traffic is ideal

Low quality
applications

Open lobby
Outdoor areas

Version: FSRS052011

H = Max Mounting Height

BLC (Back Light Compensation
Manual/Auto-Iris (as appropriate
to application)

Entrance w/bright back light
Courtyards

Resolution Megapixels Width For Face (ft)
1024 x 768

0.7

6.5

1280 x 1024

1.3

8.0

1600 x 1200

2

10.5

2048 x 1536

3

13.5

INSTANT FACE RECOGNITION FEEDBACK
 or instant feedback on face capture, input the
F
live feed, turn face finding on the appropriate
channel and conduct a walk-through on that
channel. Go to the Monitor panel and choose to
view the “Face” event type.

Specifications to change without notice. Visit www.3vr.com for up-to-date materials and information about 3VR products.

3VR VIDEO INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM™

STANDARD AND PREMIUM LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION (LPR) REFERENCE SHEET
LICENSE PLATE CAPTURE OPTIMIZATION

Good lighting condition

Application — LPR sites should be at choke points
where traffic stops or moves less than 20 mph (e.g.
toll booth, vehicle gate, stop sign). 3VR LPR supports
US and most international plates.*

 ounting — Choose either vertical or horizontal
M
mounting option: 
	Vertical — Camera should be directly above the
lane of traffic. Use the Mounting chart below.

Cameras — Analog or IP cameras. For IP cameras,
video quality must be set to “highest” (if there is no
video quality setting, set to lowest compression).
Use wide dynamic range cameras for outdoor lighting
situations.

	Horizontal — Camera should be mounted at the
same height as the license plates. Use the
Mounting chart below.

Bad lighting condition

	Diagonal (both at the side and above) mounting is
not recommended.

Lighting — Uniform lighting is ideal. Outdoor lighting situations should employ wide dynamic range
cameras. Backlighting (bright conditions behind the
car) will negatively affect performance. 

 ield of View — For accurate recognition of NorthF
American plates, license plate characters should be
30 pixels high or greater, or use the Field of View
chart below for reference.

* Use 3VR Standard LPR for stopped U.S. plates and 3VR Premium LPR for moving or international plates

MOUNTING

FIELD OF VIEW

Vertical — Camera above lane of traffic

Horizontal — Camera mounted at the same high
as license plate

Max. Mounting
Height

Max. Mounting Side
Deflection

Horizontal Distance to Car

Horizontal Distance to Car

Vertical Mounting

Resolution

Horizontal Distance to Car: 10‘ 12’ 16‘ 20’ 30’ 40’ 50‘
Max. Mounting Height:

Plate sizes are easiest to calibrate
based on the determining “Car
Widths” in the camera FOV. For
example, for accurate recognition
using an analog camera, the car
width should fill the full FOV on an
analog camera.

7

8’

10’ 12’ 17’ 22’ 27’

Horizontal Mounting
Horizontal Distance to Car:

10‘

12’

16‘

20’

Max Mounting Side Deflection:

5‘

6’

8’

10’

(D / 2) + 2’ = H
D = Horiz. Distance to Car
H = Max. Mounting Height
Assuming a plate height of 2’

(D / 2) = M
D = Horizontal Distance to Car
M = Max. Mounting Side Deflection

Car Width
OR

Megapixels

Approx. Max.
Car Widths

Max.
Feet

Analog

0.3

1.0

5’

1024 x 768

0.7

1.4

7’

1280 x 1024

1.3

1.8

9’

1600 x 1200

2

2.2

11’

2048 x 1536

3

2.9

14.5’

INSTANT LPR FEEDBACK:
For instant feedback on license plate capture, after inputting the live feed and installing the LPR plug-in on the appropriate camera, conduct a
drive-through on that camera. Go to the Monitor panel and choose to view the “License Plate” event type.
Version: LPRRS052011

Specifications to change without notice. Visit www.3vr.com for up-to-date materials and information about 3VR products.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

3VR DEMOGRAPHICS ANALYTIC

Do more than count customers. Understand who they are. Available as a
premium add-on to any 3VR system, the new 3VR Demographics Analytic
allows end users in retail, banking, hospitality, and other industries to understand their customers by estimating foot traffic and identifying by age and
gender. Compare demographic reports against POS transactions, understand
foot traffic conversion, and empower your organization with valuable business
intelligence using the latest addition to 3VR’s suite of Premium Analytics.
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

REPORTS

	Estimate customer count and identify them by age
and gender*.

	Run reports showing each hour or user-customizable time intervals using Time Series reports.

	Gain valuable intelligence to better understand
what merchandise to stock.

	Histogram reports can be grouped by age and
gender, with a total count for each category.
Run a report daily, weekly, or monthly to
understand trends.

	Compare counting estimates against point-of-sale
(POS) transactions to understand foot traffic
conversion.
	Run reports over time to gain business intelligence.
	Test advertisements by understanding what
demographics respond to the ad.

	
Save reports as a .csv file to use in Microsoft Excel.
	Customize reports by assigning values to age
groupings or age cutoffs.

FORENSIC SEARCH
REAL-TIME EVENTING
	Using facial surveillance, identify customers by
age in real-time using event cards.
	Set up alerts to create an event action based on
age or gender and time, for example, alert if
someone appears under 21 after 9pm.
	Using custom integration with data systems,
trigger events to change digital signage based on
age or gender when customers entering store.

	Narrow searches for suspects by gender and age.
For example, search for a male suspect between
the ages of 20 and 30 years old over the past 3
hours. Results appear in seconds.

*	3 VR’s Demographics Analytic is not meant to replace a people counting analytic. While the Demographics Analytic will provide a reliable estimate of foot
traffic, it is not accurate enough to be used for people counting, which requires
a camera pointed directly down at the subject, eliminating any face capture.
For accurate people counting, please refer to 3VR’s People Counting analytic.

Ordering Info
The Demographics Analytic is part of 3VR’s suite of Premium Analytics.
Each license includes 1 channel pack and 1 remote Report Viewer license.
The Demographics Analytic is supported on 3VR and other certified
partner hardware.
Version: 10/2012

Part Number: A4-DEM-001

Visit www.3VR.com for up-to-date materials and information about 3VR products. Specifications to change without notice.

3VR DEMOGRAPHIC ANALYTIC
DEMOGRAPHICS OVERVIEW
The Demographic Analytic works best by placing
a camera at the entrance of a store, mall entrance,
bank entrance, or other choke point where people
enter a building. As each person enters the building,
the analytic captures the person’s face and estimate’s their age and gender. The information can be
used to run reports over time, or can be used with
a custom data integration with a 3VR system to trigger or change advertisements using digital signage,
or other types of integration. For example, a young
woman entering a store may get an ad for perfume
while an older male may get an ad for after shave or
cologne.
Zones: None
Age Group: Young Adult
Gender: Female

Event Cards
Each face captured is displayed as an Event Card in
3VR’s video management software. Each event card
displays the location, zone (if defined), the time of
day, the length of video capture, and the name of the
analytic (useful if you are running multiple analytics).
The Event Card will also estimate the gender and the
age group the subject belongs in. When an Event Card
is clicked on, it will display the video of the subject.

10. Hallway2 (Demog

Demographics

1:03:26 PM

2.1 sec
Zones: None
Age Group: Mature Adult
Gender: Male

10. Hallway2 (Demog
1:17:23 PM

Demographics
0.4 sec

Reporting
To gain valuable business intelligence, reports can be
created to reflect a histogram of a given time period
displaying a counting estimate of each age range by
gender. Or, reports can be run by the hour in a Time
Series report to help understand traffic flow and
customer demographics throughout the day. Reports
can be created to show a period of time, such as
weekly, monthly, etc. to understand your customer
demographics today and how they change over time
and during promotions. Each age range can be defined manually, and the report can be exported into
Microsoft Excel and combined with POS or other
data to better understand conversion rates and the
success of advertisements and sales.

Version: 10/2012

Visit www.3VR.com for up-to-date materials and information about 3VR products. Specifications to change without notice.

3VR VIDEO INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM™

COUNTING REFERENCE SHEET
COUNTING OPTIMIZATION

MOUNTING

Application — Count people, vehicles and
other objects that pass through the camera’s
field of view. Common applications include
building/room/garage entrances and exits.

Displacement

Displacement

Height

	
Lighting — Uniform lighting across the line
is ideal. Harsh backlighting (bright conditions)
and changes in lighting may lead to inaccurate
counting.

CAMERA MOUNTING GUIDELINES

	
Cameras — Object counting works with
both analog and IP cameras at any resolution.
Dynamic gain compensation should be set
to the lowest level. Use wide dynamic range
cameras for outdoor lighting situations.

40’ FOV

Height Max Displacement Lens*
8’

3.6’

1.6 − 3.6mm

10’

4.5’

1.8 − 4.5mm

12’

5.4’

2.2 − 5.4mm

14’

6.3’

2.5 − 6.3mm

*For C-mount, 1/4’’ Sensor

10’ FOV

	
Mounting — Cameras should be mounted as close to straight overhead
as possible. See Mounting Diagram & Table.

FIELD OF VIEW

	
Camera Field of View (FOV)
	Ideal FOV is between 10 and 40 feet (see Field of View image)
	Position cameras so that persons or objects travel in a straight path
across counting lines.

Lines are not obstructed by continuously
moving objects (doors, escalator, etc.)

	Counting lines should not be set up on the outside edge of FOV
	Lines obstructed by continuously moving objects (e.g. door, escalator,
etc.), where people/objects cluster or where traffic flow comes to a
stop, will lower counting accuracy. (See Field of View image)

INSTANT COUNTING FEEDBACK
For instant feedback on counting, after inputting the live feed, installing the
Counting plug-in , and setting up a line on the appropriate camera, click “View
Current Count” under the Plugin Configuration properties in System Manager
to see the status.
Version: CRS052011
Specifications to change without notice.
Visit www.3vr.com for up-to-date materials and information about 3VR products.

Lines not placed
on edge

Ideal FOV Range:
10 - 40 feet

3VR VIDEO INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM™

DWELL REFERENCE SHEET
DWELL OPTIMIZATION

Application — 3VR’s Dwell analytic reveals extraordinary
new insights about the way individuals behave in — and
interact with – a particular environment.

MOUNTING
Beware of distance

90˚

60˚

With Dwell installed and enabled on your system you will
be able to:

20˚

Beware of background objects
perceived in the Dwell Zone

	Measure the length of time a person stays in one
place (dwells) in the camera view
	Search through stored video based on Dwell time
	Run reports on Dwell events returning average Dwell
time by camera
	
Lighting — Uniform lighting is ideal. Highly variable
lighting or backlighting (bright conditions) will negatively
affect performance. Position cameras away from exterior
doors and windows to minimize the effect of lighting
changes.

FIELD OF VIEW

	
Cameras — Dwell analysis is possible with both analog
and IP cameras at any resolution. Dwell cannot be
installed on PTZ cameras. Dynamic gain compensation
should be set to the lowest level. Use wide dynamic
range cameras for outdoor lighting situations.
	
Mounting — Cameras should be mounted as close
to straight overhead as possible, perpendicular to the
ground. Positioning cameras at an angle less than 60
degrees from the horizontal is not recommended as
performance can be severely impaired.
	
Camera Field of View (FOV)

Ideal FOV Range:10-40 feet

	Ideal FOV is between 10 and 40 feet (see Field of
View image)
A minimum size must be established for each camera
Draw up to 4 zones to measure
Version: DRS112011
Specifications to change without notice.
Visit www.3vr.com for up-to-date materials and information about 3VR products.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

3VR VIDEO MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

3VR’s Video Management Software (VMS) provides much more than viewing live video and
managing recordings. Available with an optional
enterprise server for large and remote deployments, 3VR’s VMS provides you the tools to
gather intelligence from video, speed up searches, and easily develop cases. It can be installed
on certified partner appliances and is included on
any of 3VR’s powerful NVRs. Or, if you prefer to
keep your analog cameras while expanding to IP,
3VR’s VMS is also included on 3VR’s S-Series
and P-Series hybrid video recorders.

Unlike other VMS configurations, 3VR’S VMS
doesn’t require separate servers and the use of
third-party interfaces for analytics and integrations. With an intuitive easy-to-learn interface,
3VR analytics such as facial surveillance, LPR,
Advanced Object Detection, and retail-based
analytics can be installed on the same appliance
with a single integrated interface and included
reporting capabilities. When combining analytics
and POS, access control, ATM/teller and other
integrated systems with 3VR’s Forensic Search
capabilities, you have one of the most powerful
search engines in the industry, saving valuable
time and money.

FLEXIBILITY

ENTERPRISE PERFORMANCE

	Supports up to 64 cameras per server; unlimited
servers.

	Enterprise server or Remote Packs available for
system expansion.

	Mix and match analog, IP, megapixel, and PTZ
cameras for maximum flexibility. Digital PTZ for
fixed cameras.1

	Real-time health monitoring of cameras,
network and system with 3VR’s Health Manager.

	Supports industry-standard audio and video
compression formats (MPEG-4, MJPEG, H.264,
AAC, G.711) using VBR or CBR.

INTEGRATION
	3VR’s VMS integrates with POS, Access Control,
ATM & other external systems. Custom integration and SDK/API available.
	Most major camera manufacturers connect to 3VR
systems. See www.3vr.com for details.1

USER MANAGEMENT
	Create custom user roles and assign password
constraints.

VMS PROFESSIONAL FEATURES
	Bandwidth Throttle, Bandwidth Scheduling, and
Adaptive Bandwidth for IP control over networks.
	Virtual Cameras, Camera Stitching, on-Demand
recording, Bump-on-Alarm, and pre/post video
buffering for powerful camera control.

VIDEO INTELLIGENCE
	Support for optional 3VR Core analytics such as
Facial Surveillance or Advanced Object Tracking.2
	Optional Premium analytics include LPR and
business intelligence analytics such as People
Counting, Dwell, Queue-Line, and others.

1

A nalog cameras only supported on 3VR hybrid video recorders. For a list of supported cameras and technology partners, please visit
http://3vr.com/resources/supportedcameras and http://3vr.com/partners/technologypartners

2

For more information on 3VR analytics, visit http://3vr.com/products/videoanalytics

3VR VMS
Forensic Search & Indexing



Motion Detection



Alerts via email



3VR Spot Monitor



Action Upon Alerts



Save single frame as image



Bump framerate/bitrate upon alarm



Enhance/Edit Images



Alert Quality and Sensitivity



Watermarking, SHA-1



PTZ Control



Assign User Roles



Digital PTZ



Create Custom Roles



ACC/G.711 Audio Codec Support



Assign Password Constraints



H.264/MPEG-4/MJPEG Video Codec Support



Export User List and Roles to Excel



Constant Bitrate Recording (CBR)



Variable Bitrate Recording (VBR)



Enterprise Configuration



3VR Report Viewer



Enterprise Live Viewing



3VR Case Manager



Enterprise Management



Scheduled Software Updates



Enterprise Health Monitoring/Alerts



Bandwidth Throttle



Enterprise Alerts



Bandwidth Scheduling



VideoViewer



Adaptive Bandwidth



Remote OpCenter



Virtual Cameras



Remote SpotMonitor



Camera Stitching



Remote and Local AlertViewer



Demand Video Recording



Remote ReportViewer



Pre-Event Video Buffering



Remote Client Starter Pack



Post-Event Video Buffering



3VR Mobile/Thin Client App (standalone)



Archive Video and Audio



3VR Evidence Viewer app (standalone)



3VR Health Manager



SDK/API



Third-Party Integration



3VR Analytics



Camera Support
Manual focus and iris



Create Camera Setting Template



Apply Setting Template to other cameras



Alerting

User Management Support

3VR Enterprise ServeR



FEATURES Included with 3VR VMS



Optional FEATURES

Version: 09/2012
Visit www.3VR.com for up-to-date materials and information about 3VR products. Specifications to change without notice.



3VR VIDEO INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM™

ANALYTICS

3VR’s Video Intelligence Platform™
(VIP) supports the industry’s most
advanced, comprehensive range of
analytics, allowing customers to capture, index, catalog and search faces,
license plates, objects, colors, motion
and more.
3VR VIP ANALYTICS BENEFITS:
	Optimize customer service, staffing and other
operations with valuable intelligence from your
existing video surveillance infrastructure
	Increase ROI using insights from your existing
infrastructure to drive marketing, promotions and
merchandising decisions
	Obtain a deeper understanding by combining
video with data from POS, ATM and business
systems
	Proactively recognize threats, based on triggers
using facial surveillance, advanced object tracking,
and license plate information
	Protect against rising total cost of ownership
with video analytics that are easy to download
and install [no additional hardware is needed] and
provide results immediately by running in real time
for actionable intelligence
	Meet compliance requirements for submitting
suspicious activity reports within mandated time
periods using video analytics and 3VR’s patented
search capabilities

3VR VIP Analytics Core
Facial Surveillance

3VR VIP Analytics
Premium

	License Plate
Recognition
	Advanced Object
Tracking

	License Plate
Recognition Premium
Dwell and Loitering
People Counting
Queue Line Analysis
	Customer Not
Present (7.1 and later)

no separate hardware is needed and results are
ready immediately
	3VR’s SmartStorage reduces the cost of storing
years of video evidence

FACIAL SURVEILLANCE
3VR’s highly accurate Facial Surveillance analytic
combines proven face recognition software with
ease of use and robust search capabilities, making it
possible for investigators to:
	Find persons of interest faster when investigating
cases of fraud, robbery or identity theft across
all 3VR VIP Appliances deployed throughout the
enterprise
	Improve efficiency of security team by capture,
index, and catalog faces and the video associated
with transactions allowing faster searches
	Protect assets better by setting alerts for suspects
using facial similarity searching

3VR VIP ANALYTICS EASE OF USE:
	VIP Analytics can be easily downloaded and activated with license keys to run on your 3VR VIP System
	VIP Analytics work with all supported camera
types: IP, analog, and megapixel cameras
	All 3VR VIP Analytics run in real time and are tightly integrated with data and search which means

LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION
3VR’s License Plate Recognition analytic provides
powerful tools that stop crime and reduce vehiclerelated liability. Combined with 3VR VIP Search™,
even partial license plates can easily be located and
tracked.

3VR VIP ANALYTICS
	Improve general surveillance by cataloging license
plate information for parking lots, drive-up windows, and entry gates to allow security teams to
search quickly and find evidence on a person or
suspicious activity
	Proactively protect against repeat offenders or
persons of interest by setting alerts for previously
identified perpetrators

ADVANCED OBJECT TRACKING (COLOR,
SIZE, DIRECTION AND MOTION)
3VR’s Advanced Object Tracking analytic captures
key signatures such as motion, direction, speed,
color and size – allowing organizations to instantly
search for and find video.

QUEUE LINE ANALYSIS
3VR’s Queue Line Analysis analytic allows organizations to monitor the length of customer lines at
registers, door entry points, or return counters – and
to gather comparative metrics for different times of
day or different locations.
	Easily configure the system to alert and capture
queue line lengths based on a minimum threshold,
time of day, or marketing event.
	Use intuitive reports to better understand peak
activity by time and location for more accurate
staffing and resource planning

	Protect entry ways to facilities, parking facilities, or
outside banks with alerting based on size, direction or speed of vehicles
	Provide law enforcement with stronger evidence
by including video of vehicles by color or direction
involved in suspicious incidents
	Enforce better traffic management in Emergency
Parking zones outside a hospital or critical area by
establishing business alerts, and manage watchlists by zone, direction, color, size or speed

CUSTOMER NOT PRESENT (7.1 AND LATER)
The Customer Not Present analytic provides the
ability to simultaneously monitor POS and video data
to determine when a customer is not present for a
given a transaction.
	Critical to stopping employee Return Fraud which
the NRF estimated to be between $9.6 and
$14.8B problem (National Retail Federation)
	Protect against identity theft and employee fraud
by monitoring employee use of systems to access
customer records and data when customers are
not present

PEOPLE COUNTING
3VR’s People Counting analytic provides new targeted, actionable insights that can be used to enhance
operational performance and improve safety.
	Easily monitor and analyze foot traffic patterns and
occupancy rates
	Pay staff based on retail conversions reveal new
store performance metrics
	Use counting to align security teams better with
actual store traffic

DWELL AND LOITERING
3VR’s Dwell Time analytic reveals extraordinary new
insights about the way individuals and groups behave
in – and interact with – a particular environment.
	Add a visual dimension to business intelligence
with location-based, hourly, daily, weekly and
monthly analyses of actual customer behavior
	Integrate the Dwell Time analytic with POS data to
evaluate the success of marketing campaigns

Teller 1

Teller 2

Teller 3

ENTERPRISE REPORTING
Enterprise reporting provides data based on analytics
for decision makers on a location, regional or enterprise basis
	Save costs by running reports across thousands of
locations remotely analyzing store performance by
turning visual evidence into data
	Improve store performance by using video intelligence from reports generated by multiple analytics
backed by video of what actually happened to provide better data driven business decision making

3VR VIDEO INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM™

FOR SECURITY SYSTEM INTEGRATORS

3VR’s Video Intelligence Platform™ (VIP) represents a transformative
new business opportunity for Security System Integrators (SSI). Together
on one platform, 3VR and its channel partners deliver solutions from
fraud prevention for financial institutions to theft deterrence and business
intelligence for retailers.
EQUIPPED FOR SUCCESS
Minimize risk today, provide a bridge to the future,
and protect your customers’ investments with our
easy software upgrades, hybrid DVR / NVR
appliances, 3VR VIP analytics and data integrations,
and RAID.

LOWER COST TO IMPLEMENT
The ease of the 3VR VIP appliance installation experience and 3VR’s broad camera support improve customer satisfaction, and give partners time to provide
added-value services built around 3VR VIP analytics.

GROW YOUR BUSINESS
Make it easy for customers to store, manage, search
and analyze their existing video — revealing new
insights by correlating targeted, actionable “visual
intelligence“ with other sources of enterprise data.

HIGH-VALUE DEPLOYMENTS
	Hybrid camera environments (analog, IP, megapixel, smart cameras)
	Geographically distributed locations with installation integrity
	Integration with enterprise data systems including
POS, access control and alarm, RFID and sensor,
ATM and teller transaction, and exception-based
reporting (EBR)
	Powerful 3VR VIP analytics including Facial Surveillance, License Plate Recognition, Advanced
Object Tracking and more

SERVE MULTIPLE INDUSTRIES
WITH ONE SOLUTION
Retail
Financial services
Hospitality

THE 3VR ADVANTAGE
FOR INTEGRATORS
EASE OF SERVICEABILITY
	Reduce costs of installation with easy-to-install
appliances
	Superior serviceability with replaceable hard
drives, 2nd Tier Support Team via phone
	Introduce customers to ongoing services, including managed services

Critical infrastructure
Law enforcement
Education
Health care
Commercial / Industrial

3VR SOLUTIONS FOR INTEGRATORS
3VR VIP SEARCH™

3VR VIP ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS

3VR’s Video Intelligence Platform™ is powered by
our patented, award-winning search engine, which
drives ROI by delivering instant video search results.

3VR’s enterprise applications make central system
administration efficient and intuitive, and provide
configuration templates that can be applied across
an organization’s systems and infrastructure. With
3VR, roles, users and permissions are also centrally
managed.

3VR CAMERA SUPPORT
3VR eases the transition from analog to IP with
hybrid solutions:
Analog
PTZ
IP

In addition, 3VR’s optional Redundant Array Independent Disk (RAID) Enterprise Health Monitoring
prevents the loss of video or critical data such as
case files, and alerts operators to malfunctioning
cameras, failing hard drives, and unusual intervals
in data receipt.

Megapixel
3VR’s Video Intelligence Platform™ is compatible
with products made by American Dynamics, Axis,
Arecont Vision, Extreme CCTV, IQinvision, Panasonic, Pelco, SONY and other leading manufacturers.

3VR VIP ANALYTICS
Security professionals can solve crimes, dynamically
recognize threats, and optimize their customer service and marketing operations using 3VR VIP analytics including:
Facial Surveillance
License Plate Recognition
Advanced Object Tracking
People Counting
Dwell and Loitering
Queue Line Analysis
Customer Not Present
In addition, investigators can use 3VR’s patented
Similarity Search™ to identify and track thieves and
vehicles in cases across multiple locations.

3VR VIP DATA INTEGRATION
Security professionals can investigate, respond to
and evaluate threats by integrating facial recognition
and other alerts with POS, access control and alarm
systems, and RFID and sensors.

3VR VIP APPLIANCES
3VR VIP appliances are a range of robust, scalable
appliances that record, store, index, search and
manage video, and run 3VR’s award-winning suite
of analytics, integration tools and applications.
S-Series
P-Series
X-Series

3VR Video Intelligence Platform™

Data Integration

3VR VIP Data Integration is an open,
comprehensive set of tools that
allows video to be correlated with
a wide range of enterprise data
sources, including RFID and sensor,
point-of-sale, ATM and teller, access
control and alarm, and exceptionbased reporting (EBR) systems.

3VR VIP Data Integration benefits include:

3VR VIP Correlation APIs

Point of sale (POS)

3VR VIP Correlation APIs are open, standards-based
interfaces that allow 3VR’s platform to correlate
video with business systems including:

Quickly pinpoint organized retail theft using the VIP’s
advanced POS integration capabilities. Monitor key
transaction types such as returns or “no sales” with
saved searches, or use real-time transaction overlay
on video to make reviewing transactions fast and
easy. 3VR’s VIP integrates with virtually any POS
system, as well as out-of-the-box integrations.

Access control and alarm
3VR’s VIP integrates with industry-leading access
control solutions including Lenel, Hirsch, DMP
and more, providing unprecedented visibility into
organizational activity and the misuse of access
cards, and the ability to view all access events in
a particular area.
3VR’s Video Intelligence Platform also integrates
with most alarm panels and systems. When an alarm
is triggered, 3VR’s VIP can respond in a number of
ways, from alerting security staff and increasing the
frame rate and resolution of recording to allowing
security professionals to view live video.

ATM and teller
3VR’s VIP has ready-made integrations for most
major ATM and teller systems, allowing companies
to find video associated with a particular transaction,
account, teller, and more. 3VR makes it possible
to search by photo and ATM transaction, and to
correlate video with fraudulent transactions.

	Improve deployment times using certified
Integration modules with leading business
system and camera partners
	Open platform and published APIs to quickly
build new integrations
	Developer network provides developer kit
and support needed for project success

RFID and sensor
3VR’s Video Intelligence Platform enhances an
organization’s ability to monitor Remote Frequency
Identification (RFID)-tagged items. Particularly valuable in transportation, shipping or factory environments, 3VR’s VIP provides a visual perspective on all
events surrounding a tagged item — deterring theft
and improving quality control.
3VR’s VIP also integrates with Electronic Article
Surveillance (EAS) systems, which notify staff
when someone removes an EAS tag from a location or attempts to remove a tag from merchandise.
3VR’s VIP can respond in a variety of ways, including
alerting staff vie e-mail or on-screen, or increasing
the frame rate and recording quality of video.

3VR VIP Data Integration
3VR VIP Integration Modules

3VR VIP Developer Network

3VR has teamed with leading providers of security
and industry solutions to provide ready-made modules that correlate data between the 3VR Video
Intelligence Platform™ and your most valuable
business and security systems.

3VR encourages and supports developers in creating
new and innovative integrations for the 3VR Video
Intelligence Platform™.

Among the integration modules available today:
Access Control
DMP
Lenel
RBH
Hirsch
Central Station
DICE Corporation
SureView Systems
Point of Sale (POS)
Hospitality Solutions International
Exception Based Reporting
Micros
Teller Transaction and ATM Platforms
Fiserv
Diebold
NCR
WINCOR NIXDORF
Government Agencies
SEPROBAN
Third Party Analytics
ioimage
VIDIENT

Members of the 3VR Developer Network (3DN)
enjoy access to our Software Developer Kit, as well
as support from 3VR engineering, to create integrations for commercial and custom systems.

3VR VIDEO INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM™

QUEUE LINE REFERENCE SHEET
QUEUE LINE OPTIMIZATION
Application — 3VR’s Queue Line analytic reveals extraordinary new
insights about how lines of people interact with your business. Queue Line
analysis provides actionable intelligence so companies can do the following:
alert managers when a line exceeds a certain length; optimize staffing levels
for peak activities; improve sales performance and customer satisfaction by
reducing wait times.
	
Lighting — Uniform lighting is ideal. Highly variable lighting or backlighting
(bright conditions) will negatively affect performance. Position cameras
away from exterior doors and windows to minimize the effect of lighting
changes.
	
Cameras — Queue Line analysis is possible with both analog and IP
cameras at any resolution. The Queue Line plug-in cannot be installed on
PTZ cameras. Dynamic gain compensation should be set to the lowest
level. Use wide dynamic range cameras for outdoor lighting situations.

	
Mounting — Cameras should be mounted as close to straight overhead as
possible, perpendicular to the ground. Positioning cameras at an angle less
than 60 degrees from the horizontal is not recommended as objects in the
distance.
	
Camera Field of View (FOV)
	Ideal FOV is between 10 and 40 feet (see Field of View image)
A minimum size must be established for each camera

MOUNTING
Beware of distance

90˚

60˚

20˚

Beware of background
objects perceived in the
Queue Line Zone

PERSON SIZE ESTIMATES
The position and size of the Nearest Person and Farthest Person boxes
approximate the perspective of the camera. The same person will appear
larger when standing close to the camera than at the farthest position from
the camera.

Nearest Person

Farthest Person

FIELD OF VIEW
Draw the queue
zone. Position the
queue direction
line such that the
line follows the
path of the queue
and the direction
arrows point
toward the end of
the queue.

Important — Ensure that the Nearest Person and Farthest Person boxes are
drawn accurately (in both position and size) on the image. These parameters
calibrate the camera’s perspective on the scene. If they are incorrect, the
plug-in will not be able to accurately measure the size of the queue. Refer to
the diagram to above for more information.
Version: QLRS052011

Ideal FOV Range:10-40 feet

Front of the queue

Back of the queue

Specifications to change without notice. Visit www.3vr.com for up-to-date materials and information about 3VR products.

3VR VIDEO INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM™

FOR RETAIL

3VR’s Video Intelligence Platform™
(VIP) revolutionizes the way in which
video is stored, managed, searched,
analyzed, and correlated with pointof-sale (POS), exception-based
reporting (EBR), RFID, time card,
and other systems.
SOLVE RETAIL CRIME FASTER
AND MORE EFFICIENTLY
With 3VR, loss prevention and security professionals
can quickly search stored video, and correlate it with
existing retail systems.
Solve organized retail crime (ORC) and returns
desk fraud by easily searching across multiple
locations and aggregating data with 3VR’s case
management tools
Cut investigation times in half and increase
apprehensions
Store and instantly search high-quality evidence
with 3VR’s patented storage technologies
Stop internal theft and “sweet hearting” by integrating visual intelligence with point of sale (POS)
and exception-based reporting (EBR) systems
Collaborate with investigators from other
businesses and law enforcement agencies using
CrimeDex — an online community of fraud, loss
prevention, and law enforcement professionals

PROTECT EMPLOYEES AND RETAIL ASSETS
3VR allows retailers to protect revenue and staff,
reduce losses, and limit liability by enhancing their
security operations.
	Identify and stop ORC with advanced analytics,
including Facial Surveillence and License Plate
Recognition

By adding an unprecedented visual dimension to
retail crime prevention, 3VR allows customers to:
Solve more cases of theft, shrinkage, and fraud
faster and more efficiently
Protect stores, inventory, and employees in extraordinary new ways
Grow revenues by transforming the way aggregate
customer behavior is analyzed and reported, and by
enhancing operations and customer service

Reduce internal theft with POS integration,
exception-based video reports, and customernot-present analytics
Protect your investment in video security with
remote health checks, software updates, and
monitoring
	Protect against high implementation costs with
our hybrid appliances, which are easy to install,
configure and maintain

DRIVE RETAIL SALES GROWTH
3VR helps retailers increase revenues by giving them
unprecedented insights into customer behavior and
the performance of their operations.
Optimize staffing decisions, increase sales
conversion rates, and decrease customer wait
times by bringing extraordinary clarity to the
analysis of traffic patterns
Maximize the success of displays and promotions
with intelligent monitoring of customer traffic
patterns, timing, and volume
Improve customer service with dwell and queue
line analysis

3VR SOLUTIONS FOR RETAIL
3VR VIP SEARCH™

3VR VIP DATA INTEGRATION

3VR’s Video Intelligence Platform™ (VIP) is powered
by our patented, award-winning search engine, which
drives ROI by delivering instant video search results.

Security professionals can investigate, respond to
and evaluate threats by integrating facial recognition
and other alerts with POS, access control and alarm
systems, and RFID and sensors.

3VR CAMERA SUPPORT
3VR eases the transition from analog to IP with
hybrid solutions.
Analog
PTZ

3VR VIP APPLIANCES
3VR VIP appliances are a range of robust, scalable
appliances that record, store, index, search and
manage video, while running 3VR’s award-winning
suite of analytics, integration tools, and applications.

IP

S-Series

Megapixel

P-Series

3VR’s Video Intelligence Platform™ is compatible
with products made by American Dynamics, Axis,
Arecont Vision, Extreme CCTV, IQinvision, Panasonic, Pelco, SONY and other leading manufacturers. 3VR’s platform facilitates the easy addition of
products from other companies.

X-Series

3VR VIP ANALYTICS
Retailers can solve crimes, dynamically recognize
threats, and optimize their customer service and marketing operations using 3VR VIP analytics including:
Facial Surveillance
License Plate Recognition
Advanced Object Tracking
People Counting
Dwell and Loitering
Queue Line Analysis
Customer Not Present
In addition, investigators can use 3VR’s patented
Similarity Search™ to identify and track thieves
and vehicles in cases across multiple locations.

3VR VIP ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS
3VR VIP Enterprise Applications provide central
system administration and include configuration
templates that can be applied across a retailer’s
systems and infrastructure. With 3VR, roles, users,
and permissions are also centrally managed.
In addition, 3VR’s optional Redundant Array Independent Disk (RAID) Enterprise Health Monitoring
prevents video or data loss, and alerts operators
to malfunctioning cameras, failing hard drives, and
unusual intervals in data receipt.

Visit www.3VR.com for up-to-date materials and information about 3VR products.

3VR VIDEO INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM™

CRIMEDEX

AN ONLINE COMMUNIT Y OF FRAUD, LOSS PREVENTION, AND LAW
ENFORCEMENT PROFESSIONALS DEDICATED TO STOPPING CRIME
	Thousands of members from different public and
private entities
	Tracking tens of thousands of suspected criminals
in 40+ countries

Visit www.CrimeDex.com to experience the next
generation of crime fighting

Integrated with the 3VR Video Intelligence Platform™

3VR’s CrimeDex is an online network of thousands fraud, loss prevention, and law enforcement professionals
in more than 40 countries, collaborating to prevent fraud, shoplifting, Organized Retail Crime (ORC), and other
white collar crimes. Integrated with 3VR’s Video Intelligence Platform™ (VIP), CrimeDex allows professionals
to share, search, and leverage relevant information on criminals between businesses and law enforcement.

3VR CRIMEDEX FEATURES
Collaborative Online Crime Fighting Community

Law Enforcement and Public Agency Partnerships

Share information with thousands of fraud, loss prevention, and law enforcement professionals within a huge
base of private and public entities nationwide.

Team up with law enforcement and other crime fighting
organizations. CrimeDex is free for law enforcement. 3VR
CrimeDex also offers group memberships.

Efficient Investigations, Searchable Database
Search and add to an international database of economic crime data. Identify and investigate links and track
criminals.
Powerful Social Networking Features
Share critical information via discussion boards, emails
and alerts to solve and prevent crimes more effectively
and efficiently. Create private portals for a particular organization, metro area, industry or other areas of interest.
Regional Crime Alerts
Receive regular CrimeDex alerts and updates on criminals targeting your area, using alerts to search for and
monitor your cases. Access a searchable library of all
past alerts.
Integration with 3VR Video Intelligence Platform™
Capture suspects’ faces with your 3VR VIP appliances
and upload them directly to CrimeDex for facial comparisons with wanted criminals across the entire database.

MEMBERSHIP
CrimeDex is free for law enforcement and is available as
a membership benefit of many professional economic
crime fighting groups. Members of the International
Association of Financial Crimes Investigators (IAFCI),
California Financial Crimes Investigators Association
(CFCIA), Coalition of Law Enforcement and Retailers
(CLEAR), the Wireless Loss Prevention Council (WLPC),
and several of the regional Organized Retail Crime
Associations (ORCAs) use CrimeDex through their own
group portals under the overall CrimeDex umbrella.
For more information on how your group can join under
the CrimeDex umbrella please visit
www.crimedex.com/membership.

3VR VIDEO INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM™

ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS

3VR’s Video Intelligence Platform™ features a powerful set of Enterprise
Applications which customers can use to manage and enhance the
performance of video infrastructure across thousands of sites.
3VR’s award-winning interface makes video viewing, investigating and
reporting fast and simple, while local and remote management tools
ensure optimal uptime and performance.
Live and remote video viewing and search
	Enterprise storage and data protection
Installation reporting

	Installation templates
Enterprise case management
Enterprise analytics reports

Central management and Health Monitoring
Global updates

3VR VIP OPCENTER

3VR VIP ALERT VIEWER

3VR VIP OpCenter is an intuitive client application
that allows customers to quickly and easily monitor,
search and organize video. With versatile options to
define and receive alerts based on any of the 3VR
VIP analytics or 3rd party integrations such as access
control, 3VR VIP OpCenter significantly shortens
investigations and moves an organization from a reactive to a proactive security stance.

Available as a standalone client software add-on to
any 3VR Video Intelligence Platform™, 3VR VIP Alert
Viewer provides real-time monitoring and protection
by automatically notifying a user when suspicious
activity, individuals or vehicles are identified. Harnessing video intelligence provided by sophisticated
3VR Video Intelligence Platform™ analytics, VIP Alert
Viewer allows organizations to detect and evaluate
threats before harm is inflicted.

3VR VIP SYSTEM MANAGER
With centralized system administration, 3VR VIP
System Manager enables remote or local configuration of any 3VR Video Intelligence Platform™
appliance. Real-time health checks and alerts immediately notify administrators about system component failures. And with single-sign-on, the ability to
apply software updates, and back-ups of configurations, 3VR VIP System Manager reduces the cost
of managing a complex national or global deployment.

3VR VIP REPORT VIEWER
VIP Report Viewer allows users to generate, view,
and export reports based on any 3VR VIP analytic.
The VIP Report Viewer reveals video intelligence that
security, operations, marketing, customer service,
and inventory management professionals can use to
make more informed decisions about how to improve
their operations and overall business performance.

Visit www.3VR.com for up-to-date materials and information about 3VR products.

3VR CASE STUDY

TOP 5 US RETAIL BANK
BANK STATISTICS:
	10,000 branches, 12,000 ATMs
	4,000 branches installed with 3VR
	More then 50,000 cameras under
management

3VR PRODUCTS:
	3VR VIP P-Series (16, 24, and 32 channel) in
branches
	3VR VIP S-Series (4 channel) in automatic
tellers
	3VR VIP Enterprise Appliance

BANK PROFILE
Our Banking Customer is a nationwide, diversified,
community-based financial services company with
$1.2 trillion in assets and more than 10,000 branch
locations and 12,000 ATMs. With more than a
quarter of a million employees, the Bank serves one
in three households in America.

BUSINESS CHALLENGES
Our customer strives to protect its clients, employees, and assets from the impact of financial crimes
against a complex and growing backdrop of organized
fraud and theft. To provide the greatest protection
to its customers, the Bank takes an aggressive
approach to testing and implementing the best
technology available to aid them in identifying
security threats in order to prevent and solve crime.
The Bank’s previous video surveillance system was
adequate at recording events for forensic review;
however, the Bank was interested in finding solutions
that could give them more usable evidence, greater
efficiency, and better search and collaboration tools
to fight financial crimes.

	3VR VIP Facial Surveillance at entrances, exits
and teller lines
	3VR Teller Integration Software Plug-in for
correlation of video with all teller transactions
	3VR VIP Data Integration ATM Plug-In for
correlation of video with ATM transactions

RESULTS:
	More than $300,000 saved annually on
maintenance and management
	2-3 times faster investigations
	800% more video evidence stored
	CrimeDex contributed to the resolution of
more than $300,000 in fraud cases in the
first year

easily and quietly search and locate needed video
frames. Investigators often had to scan hours of
video manually, making investigations time and cost
intensive. In order to maintain a reasonable duration
of storage, the Bank was forced to reduce the quality
of video and the number of recorded frames per

Robbery costs US financial institutions $70M a year, and account and check fraud
can be attributed to more than $12B in losses annually. National banks experience an
estimated annual per branch average of $10K – $100K in account and check fraud.
The standard video surveillance platform at the
Bank in 2007 was difficult for investigators to use
because it had a challenging user-interface, was hard
to support and manage centrally, and was a drain
on network resources. Conducting investigations
was particularly challenging and time consuming
for investigators because they were not able to

second, rendering video evidence less valuable. It
also prevented them from conducting investigations
on crimes that were discovered after video evidence
had been purged to make room for newer footage.
Additionally, the system did not provide the flexibility
the Bank wanted to address emerging trends in IP
video, application integration, and video analytics.

CASE STUDY: TOP 5 US RETAIL BANK
When the Bank began installing 3VR’s Video Intelligence Platform™ (VIP) in 2007 it was looking for
ways to respond both proactively to threats and
to scale their existing investigative staff to solve a
greater number of the fraud and theft cases.

3VR SOLUTION
The Bank was initially drawn to 3VR because of its
video search capabilities. These search capabilities
meant the potential for faster more productive
investigations with the ability to leverage analytics
like facial recognition and integrations with transaction systems to further structure search results. With
an aggressive approach, this meant the potential for
better deterrence and more effective recovery of lost
funds.
The Bank conducted a head-to-head test of 3VR
against the incumbent system and found that 3VR
fulfilled the criteria they needed and was superior in
more ways than they had anticipated.
Better Video Quality and Storage
High-quality video is a key part of the investigation
team’s success, since video evidence is the lynch
pin to successfully prosecuting a case. Because of
the intelligent way that 3VR processes and analyzes
video, it can record footage at a higher frame rate
and quality than typical DVRs and retain that video
for longer periods without requiring costly upgrades
to the Bank’s camera infrastructure. With its previous
solution, the bank was able to retain 2-3 weeks of
live video footage and 6 months of key frames relating to video events. With 3VR, the bank improved
storage dramatically, maintaining 6 months of live
video and more than a full year of key frames associated with transactions and other events. 3VR’s RAID
storage also provided the Bank with the assurance
that they would never lose a key piece of evidence
to disc drive failure. Because it often takes financial
institutions more than a month before customers
notice fraudulent activity on their account, this meant
the Bank had a longer record of video events to
search when investigating events.

“Time is of the essence for Bank
investigators managing a heavy
case load. With 3VR, investigation
times have been cut from hours to
minutes.”
— Senior Vice President, Security, Bank
cases triple) the pace of investigations. This provided
the Bank the capacity to address a much greater
number of financial crimes without having to grow its
team of investigators. With 3VR, within minutes, Bank
investigators can search and pinpoint video associated
with a specific account or transaction, time, location,
and more. With analytics such as facial recognition
that allow the user to further structure video for more
effective searches, the Bank’s investigators can link
seemingly unrelated cases to build stronger convictions. The Bank also leverages CrimeDex, 3VR’s
unique online collaboration network that allows law
enforcement and investigators from a wide range of
financial institutions to share information on unsolved
cases. CrimeDex alone has helped the Bank solve
several cases including one case that involved an organized crime ring responsible for more than $300,000
in check card fraud (see www.crimedex.com for more
information).
3VR’s VIP enables the Bank to accurately search for
images 100 to 200 percent faster than other video
management systems, and provide high-quality video
evidence to the police or FBI. According to one Bank
executive, fraudsters have quickly admitted to crimes
when shown the quality of evidence implicating
them.
While the bank does not share figures on losses
experienced as a result of financial crimes or what
percentage of those losses are recovered as a result
of resolved investigations, they have been clear that
the efficiencies gained as a result of video search
have allowed the Bank to address and solve a more
substantial number of open cases.

Storage Improvement with 3VR

ENTERPRISE MANAGEMENT
Previous Solution

3VR

Evidence improvement

Live Video

2-3 weeks

6 months

800% more evidence

Key Frames

6 months

>1 year

200% more evidence

Video Search
3VR’s intuitive interface and robust video search
engine allowed the Bank to double (or in some

In addition to helping the Bank address financial
crimes and better protect its clients, 3VR saves
the Bank hundreds of thousands of dollars on the
management and support of its video surveillance
systems. With vigilant centralized health monitoring
that proactively alerts staff to camera, disk or other
failures and monitors the status of those failures

CASE STUDY: TOP 5 US RETAIL BANK
“3VR’s solution will save hundreds of
thousands of dollars in maintenance
savings annually, if not higher, because of the long term durability of
the product and its robust features.”
 — Senior Vice President, Security, Bank
through resolution, Bank staff can clearly see which
critical issues require response. This saves administrators valuable time previously spent auditing
system alerts.
Additionally, 3VR provides streamlined tools for the
installation and upgrade of systems. Because of the
Bank’s extensive national footprint, it works with a
diverse network of integrators and installers; 3VR’s
installation templates ensure that each new implementation meets the exact specifications set by the
Bank, which saves time and prevents costly installation mistakes. And because 3VR is a self-contained
appliance, all upgrades to the system are pushed
automatically. Bank staff do not have to manage
constant upgrades to the operating and system hardware. Bank staff can also run simple reports on each
installation to ensure it was carried out correctly,
saving them time spent manually auditing each
system. With a video infrastructure of thousands
of appliances, updating systems can take weeks of
time, even with legacy video recording platforms that
provide remote upgrade tools.However, 3VR’s one
touch upgrade tools allows Bank staff to roll out an
upgrade in minutes and then monitor the propagation
of that update throughout the network to be certain
of its success.

STAMPING OUT FRAUD
During the course of the 3VR implementation the
Bank acquired another financial institution with
thousands of branch and ATM locations. During
the integration of the two banks, our customer
determined that branches of the acquired bank were
experiencing significantly more fraud in the same

“Looking at the results [from the acquisition] we have reduced fraud through our
procedures and 3VR equipment by 50%”


— Senior Vice President, Security, Bank

regions. The Bank immediately moved to standardize
with 3VR across acquired locations. Not only has
3VR helped that integration of the two institutions
progress smoothly, bringing both onto a single video
management platform enhancing operational efficiency, but it has also allowed the Bank to drive fraud
down by fifty percent in the newly aquired branches.

OPEN PLATFORM FOR GROWTH
Because of the flexibility of the 3VR VIP, the Bank
can address future needs and trends in video surveillance to maximize the longevity and value of their
investment. 3VR’s open platform for integrations
provide the Bank the ability to integrate new IP and
megapixel cameras (as well as their existing analog
cameras,) video analytics or external data systems
with ease. While their camera infrastructure presently is nearly 100% analog, the Bank plans to
implement some IP and megapixel cameras as the
video industry trends in that direction. With 3VR, that
transition is not only seamless, but 3VR also makes
IP and megapixel cameras easier to install, support,
and manage than other hybrid video technologies.
Through 3VR’s SmartCam integration, features such
as auto-detect, virtual cameras, digital PTZ, and the
ability to adjust and configure cameras remotely
through the 3VR interface provide integrators with
error-proof tools for installation and maintenance
of cameras. This will provide tremendous potential
savings on service fees to the Bank as it transitions
to newer camera technology.

CASE STUDY: TOP 5 US RETAIL BANK
ABOUT 3VR
3VR, Inc., the video intelligence company,
enables organizations to search, mine and
leverage video to bolster security, identify
and mitigate fraud, and better serve customers. 3VR’s Video Intelligence Platform
allows video surveillance systems to reach
their true potential and deliver a measurable and sustainable return on investment.
3VR is the video surveillance standard
for hundreds of global customers, including leading banks, retailers, governments
and law enforcement agencies and owns
CrimeDex, an online community reaching
more than 600,000 fraud, loss prevention and law enforcement professionals
dedicated to stopping crime. Based in San
Francisco, CA, the company is privately
held with funding from DAG Ventures,
Focus Ventures, In-Q-Tel, Kleiner Perkins
Caulfield & Byers, Menlo Ventures and
VantagePoint Ventures. 3VR’s VIP Appliance is the three-time winner of the SIA

Best New Video Product Award and was
named Security Product of the Year from
Frost & Sullivan in 2006 and 2007, among
other awards. For more information, please
visit www.3vr.com.

3VR, Inc.
475 Brannan Street, Suite 430,
San Francisco, CA 94107

Tel: 415.495.5790
Fax: 415.495.0255
Sales: 415.513.4611
Email: info@3VR.com
Website: www.3VR.com

3VR VIDEO INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM™

ALLIANCE PROGRAM VALUE PROPOSITION

In today’s competitive market, 3VR provides a safe way for partners to differentiate their product and services, drive
revenue and increase margins. 3VR has
an open platform with innovative video
analytics, data integration modules, and
resources that partners can use to build
differentiated service offerings that result in recurring monthly revenue.
SAFE, SIMPLE AND BEST IN CLASS
Recommend a safe solution packed with best in class
innovations that protect customer investments today
but guarantee the platform will continue to deliver in
the future. The 3VR VIP Appliance has all the functionality of a DVR and VMS, along with innovative
video analytics. This transformative combination gives
customers the ability to solve security problems today
while offering business, marketing and operations
teams, and the ability to leverage this video surveillance system for business intelligence. This approach
maximizes return-on-investment and ultimately delivers the greatest value for your customer.

LOW BARRIERS TO ENTRY AND INCREASED
MARGINS
The 3VR VIP Appliance makes it easy for customers
to deploy, manage and maintain the solution with a
low barrier to entry. Installation time can take less
than one hour, resulting in more installations in one
day, maximizing the efficiency of your installation
teams and maximizing your margins. In addition,
3VR’s platform approach creates additional upsell
opportunities built around video analytics, business/
security system integrations, and software maintenance programs. This total solution allows the
customer and partner to win together.

	Reliable, simple and best-in-class: 3VR Video
Intelligence Platform includes the award-winning
VIP Appliance, easy to install and manage —
includes a DVR, VMS and more
	Low barriers-to-entry accompanied by significant
upsell opportunities with security and business
intelligence video analytics and software maintenance programs
	Differentiated recurring revenue opportunities with
3VR analytics and reporting services to offer to
your customers

DIFFERENTIATED RECURRING REVENUE
OPPORTUNITIES
The 3VR Video Intelligence Platform provides an
open approach that allows partners to develop
differentiated recurring revenue services. The
enterprise health check, enterprise reporting, and
enterprise server are just three of the many ways
partners can build integrated service offerings to
better serve their customers. 3VR’s VIP Alliance
program provides the support and enablement
partners need in bringing those services to market
driving true service differentiation and enhanced
margins.

3VR VIP ALLIANCE PROGRAM SPECIAL
SUPPORT
Differentiated services and specialized skills lead
to expanded capabilities in the marketplace. The
3VR Partner Portal tools and resources allow sales
teams to focus on priority deals, expanding reach
and capacity. 3VR provides unique support tools via
the Support Portal to ensure partners can offer the
technical support our customers need.

3VR VIP ALLIANCE PROGRAM VALUE PROPOSITION
VALUE OF DIFFERENT LEVELS
Associate Level
3VR makes it easy to get started with this initial entry
level to the 3VR VIP Alliance Program. This level of
participation allows Associates to access product
training to quickly develop differentiated solutions.
Additionally, Associate level members will receive
associate level pricing, pre-sales quoting assistance
and the ability to participate in our deal registration
program.
Key Associate Level Benefits:
	Featured on 3VR.com
	Access to product training

The Advantage level of 3VR’s VIP Alliance Program
rewards partners for sales volume and differentiated
service offerings. With all the benefits of the Associate
level the Advantage level also allows full access to our
complete training portfolio and access to demo equipment for more successful sales presentations. This
level includes eligibility to access Marketing Development Funds to help teams generate higher quality
leads. Ensuring joint success means working together
and at the Advantage level 3VR will assign a 3VR Regional Channel Manager to assist in our joint success.
Key Advantage Level Benefits:

	Discounted / enterprise training and certification
	Inclusion in the Partner Advisory Board
	Best pricing from 3VR – Premier level pricing + full
access to special pricing request program

OVERVIEW OF LEVELS AND BENEFITS
Service

Premier

Advantage Level

	Priority leads from 3VR

Advantage

	Pre-sales quoting assistance

	Executive Sponsorship from 3VR

Associate

	Access to deal registration program

	Dedicated Corporate Channel Management +
Regional Channel Manager

Category

	Associate level pricing

Key Premier Level Benefits:

Building a Partnership
Annual Business Plan

 

Quarterly Business Review

 

Assigned Channel Manager

 

Assigned Channel Field Support Engineer

 

Eligible to receive Partner Award

 

Assigned Channel Marketing Manager

 

Eligible to attend Partner Advisory Boards



Executive Sponsorship



Sales & Marketing
Featured on 3VR.com

	Eligibility & access to Marketing Development Funds

Discounted Demo equipment

  

	Eligible to receive leads from 3VR

Access to 3VR Partner Portal

  

Pre-sales Quoting and Configuration Support

  

Partner Newsletter

  

Access to partner-specific education based on
role and competency

  

	Assigned Regional Channel Manager

Access to installation and configuration guides
for installation success

 

	Advantage level pricing and access to 3VR
special price requests

Eligible for Marketing Development Funds

 

Event Kits for Marketing Events

 

Sales Leads from 3VR

 

Market Development Funds

 

Quarter On Quarter Rebate Program

 

Access to leads through 3VR Partner Portal

 

	Discounted demo equipment
	Volume Incentive rebates
	Full access to 3VR training

Premier Level
At the Premier level of participation, members receive
3VR’s highest commitment to joint success with a named
3VR Executive Sponsor and Dedicated Channel Manager.
Premier members are eligible to participate in the Partner
Advisory Board, where they will preview engineering
roadmaps, and provide inputs on 3VRs direction/strategy.
They receive access to discounted enterprise training and
certification to ensure continued innovation in joint products and services. The commitment by both organizations
in joint marketing activities also means the ability to share
leads and business opportunities.

Service and Support
Access 3VR Service and Support Portal

  

Software updates and patches (applicable to
technology and applications only)

  

Phone support assistance from 3VR Partner
Support line
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C•CURE 9000 INTEGRATION
The 3VR and C • CURE 9000
Security + Event Management
Integration provides unprecedented
visibility into organizational activity
and the potential misuse of access
cards by correlating live and recorded
video with access control events.

THE 3VR AND C•CURE 9000
INTEGRATION DELIVERS:
SUPERIOR MONITORING AND REAL-TIME
ALERTS
	View live and recorded video of access control
activity from the 3VR VIP Appliance in the C• CURE
9000 access control user interface for easy, effective monitoring.
	Similarly, gain a complete record of all access control activity with simple visual summaries in the
3VR OpCenter interface.
	Instantly verify card-user identification by comparing live video of an access event with stored
badge photos for an additional layer of facility
security.
	Receive real-time alerts and emails with
associated images, such as access denied,
for the most proactive security.

	Index all events from the access control system
in the 3VR Video Intelligence Platform™ database
and automatically tag the events to video.

INCREASED VIDEO STORAGE
	3VR SmartStorage stores surveillance video 15
times longer than conventional solutions, reducing
storage costs and delivering years of searchable
images at your finger tips.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
Combining the power of the 3VR Video Intelligence
Platform™ with C• CURE 9000 Security + Event
Management System offers layers of security for increased protection and faster incident response times.
The 3VR and C • CURE 9000 Integration is easy to set
up. Once licensed, the user configures basic settings
to customize the passing of video and access control
event data back and forth between systems based
on individual use and alerts.

	Trigger camera recording actions within C • CURE
9000 based on 3VR video event alerts.

DECREASED INVESTIGATION TIMES,
INCREASED SUCCESS RATES
	Quickly search surveillance video using any data
point (card ID, door ID, access type) in the system
to dramatically reduce investigation time.
	Powerful Facial Surveillance, License Plate Recognition (LPR) and other 3VR VIP Analytics integrate
with badge data to search for faces and license
plates, associated with fraudulent card activity.
	Unique similar-face search capabilities scan the
entire enterprise to uncover and stop criminal
activity.

View 3VR Events and Video in C•CURE 9000

C•CURE 9000 INTEGRATION
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
C•CURE 9000 SERVER
Recommended Hardware And Software

C•CURE 9000 CLIENT WORKSTATION
Recommended Hardware and Software

Processor
Series L-N

Intel® Pentium Dual-Core or greater
(3.1 GHz or greater)

Series P-S

Intel Quad-Core Xeon (3.3 GHz or greater);
Xeon Series 5500 or greater)

Hard Disk Drives
Series L-N

Series P-S

Dual drives: primary drive = 250 GB (9000
Runtime); secondary drive = 250 GB (data
backups)
Drive speeds: 7200 RPM or greater

Processor

Intel 2nd Generation Core i5-2400 or greater
(3.1 GHz or greater)

Hard Disk
Drive

250 GB at 7200 RPM or greater

Memory

4 GB

Network
Adapter Card

10/100/1000 MB/sec

DVD Drive

Required

Operating
System

Windows 7 Professional and Enterprise
(32-and 64-bit)2

Dual drives: primary drive = 300 GB (9000
Runtime) secondary drive = 300 GB (data
backups)
Drive speeds: 15,000 RPM or greater

Windows Server 2003 Standard and
Enterprise, SP2 or later (32-bit)
Windows XP Professional, SP3 or later
(32-bit)

Memory
Series L-N

4 GB

Series P-S

8 GB1

Network
Adapter Card

100/1000 MB/sec

DVD Drive

Required

Video Card

OTHER REQUIREMENTS:
	
3VR versions required: 7.0
	
C• CURE versions supported: 2.01 or 2.02

Operating System
Series L-N

	
3VR VIP Data Integration Plug-In license must be obtained

Windows 7 Professional and Enterprise
(32- and 64-bit)1

from 3VR Inc. Contact your 3VR sales representative to
purchase.

Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard and
Enterprise (64-bit)1

	
A CC9000-3VR license must be obtained from Software
House. Contact your local Software House sales representative to purchase.

Windows Server 2008 Standard and
Enterprise (32-bit)
Windows Server 2003 Standard and
Enterprise, SP2 or later (32-bit)
Windows XP Professional SP3 or later (32-bit)
Series P-S

Windows Server 2008 R2 Standard and
Enterprise (64-bit)1

Dedicated 256 MB accelerated video card2

For more information on configuration and technical aspects of
this integration, consult your 3VR sales representative.
For more information on Software House C• CURE 9000,
please visit the Software House website:
www.swhouse.com/Products/software_CCURE9000.aspx

Windows Server 2008 Standard and
Enterprise (32-bit)
Windows Server 2003 Standard and
Enterprise, SP2 or later (32-bit)
Web Server

IIS v6.0 or higher

Database (English Only)
Series L-N

SQL Server 2005 and 2008 R2 Express
(32- and 64-bit)

Series P-S

SQL Server 2005 and 2008 R2 Standard and
Enterprise (32- and 64-bit)

Video Card

Dedicated 256 MB accelerated video card2

1

Version 1.93 and higher

2

For multiple screen display or other display applications,

additional video cards required

Visit www.3VR.com for up-to-date materials and information about 3VR products.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

3VR P-LITE

The powerful, versatile, and reliable P-Lite
features superior video management and
increased storage capacity for situations
where RAID storage is not required. The
P-Lite is available in both NVR and hybrid
NVR configurations with a maximum
capacity of 8TB and support for up to 52
cameras1.
Paired with the included full-featured 3VR
VIMS 7.x video management software
interface and optional 3VR award-winning
analytics, the P-Lite provides you with
unmatched enterprise management,
increased storage, and the speed and
power of 3VR’s forensic search capabilities.

VERSATILE HYBRID SOLUTION
	Models include 16, 24, or 32 IP/analog camera
licenses. Expand system capacity by adding more
licenses.
	Support for up to 32 analog, 52 IP (VGA) or 26
megapixel cameras.1
	Mix and match analog, IP, megapixel, and PTZ
cameras for maximum flexibility.
	High-quality audio and video storage using
MPEG-4 or H.264 compression.
	Storage options include 1, 2, 4, 6, or 8TB in a
stylish 2RU rack/desktop chassis.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
	P-Lite integrates with POS, Access
Control, ATM & other external systems.
Custom integration available.
	Most major camera manufacturers connect to 3VR
systems. See www.3vr.com for details.

RELIABILITY
	Real-time health monitoring of cameras, recording,
network and hardware.
	Embedded OS on flash drive for stability.
Enterprise-class HDDs for reliability.
	3 year warranty on hardware.

VIDEO MANAGEMENT
	VIMS 7.x video management software included,
featuring 3VR’s award-winning interface.
	Case Management, Forensic Search, Live Monitoring, and much more. See VIMS 7.x data sheet.2

VIDEO INTELLIGENCE
	Add video analytics to the P-Lite, with support
for up to 16 channels of Core or Premium 3VR
analytics.1
	No extra hardware needed. Analytics and
reporting capabilities integrated into system.

ENTERPRISE PERFORMANCE
	Use as part of a large enterprise system, or as
a standalone NVR. Enterprise server optional.

	For details on the supported combinations of 3VR analytics, IP and analog cameras, and 3VR applications, consult the Solutions Overview Guide in the Partner Portal: http://
partners.3vr.com/. Contact your 3VR Sales Representative with any questions.

1

	For information about 3VR’s Video Intelligent Management Software (VIMS 7.x) that is included with every P-Lite appliance, please visit http://www.3vr.com/products/vip
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3VR P-LITE
Specifications

INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

ANALOG CAMERA SUPPORT (HYBRID MODELS)

Type of Camera Inputs

Analog, IP, MP, and PTZ cameras
supported.4

Analog Recording Resolutions

NTSC: 704x480, 320x240; PAL: 704x576,
352x288

Monitor Output

1 x DE-15 (VGA)

Video Encoding

H.264 (MPEG4 Part 10)

Display Resolution

Up to 1600 x 1200

Maximum Images per Second
(NTSC/PAL)

30ips/ch at 4CIF; Max 960ips@4CIF – 32
channels of analog

SpotMonitor

1 x BNC or 1 x DVI-I5

Network (NIC)

2 x 1 Gb Ethernet port

Analog Camera Inputs

16, 24 or 32

USB

2 front/4 back (2.0)

Analog PTZ Control

Pelco-D, Manchester (AD) & Panasonic
protocols

Alarm Inputs / Outputs

4 dry contacts or 4 relay out, expandable
up to 12 in/12out. N.O., N.C., supervised
or nonsupervised, 0.5 A @ 120VAC

Serial Port

3 x DB9: 2 RS-232 & 1 RS-422
(configurable to RS-232/485)

Serial Port Expansion

Up to 8 RS-232/422/485 ports via USB

DVD-RW

Optional

IP CAMERA SUPPORT (NVR & HYBRID MODELS)
IP/MP Cameras Supported

Yes4

Maximum Resolution

10+ megapixels

Video Codec Support

H.264/MPEG-4/MJPEG

Maximum Images per Second

30ips/ch

NVR IP Camera Licenses

32 included. Expand up to 52 cameras total
(VGA).1

Hybrid NVR IP Camera Licenses

None included (or swap analog for IP channels). Expand up to 52 analog and IP (VGA)
cameras, total combined1

PHYSICAL
Dimension (HxWxD)

3.5” x 17” x 19” (89 x 432 x 483mm)

Rack Units

2 RUs, 19” rack-mountable

Mounting

Includes rack mount ears. Optional
rack rails or wall mounting brackets
available

Total number of megapixel cameras

Up to 26 one-megapixel cameras
supported. (Less for 2+ MP)1

Unit Weight

Approx. 35 lbs (16kg)

IP PTZ Support

Yes4

Shipping Weight

Approx. 40 lbs (18kg)

Analog Audio inputs

8 or 16 inputs, unbalanced, 4.7kOhms

Operating Temperature

41° to 95°F (5° to 35°C)

Analog Audio Codec

G.711, 8bit/8kHz, 64kbit/s,
unidirectional

Heat Dissipation

1200 BTU per hour

IP Camera Audio Support

Yes4

Humidity

5% to 95% RH (noncondensing)

IP Supported Codecs

AAC, G.711, unidirectional

Storage Conditions

14° to 140°F (-10° to 60°C )

Hardware Warranty

3 years

AUDIO

ENVIRONMENTAL AND WARRANTY

SYSTEMS AND NETWORK MANAGEMENT

ELECTRICAL

Bandwidth Throttle

Yes

Bandwidth Scheduling

Yes

Adaptive Bandwidth Use

Yes, image-only transmission

Remote Connection

TCP/IP (IPv4)

Ordering Info

Simultaneous Remote Connections

Unlimited

Remote System Configuration &
Management and Health Monitoring

Yes

The P-Lite follows the SKU nomenclature below and is offered in the following channel/
storage configurations For example, to order a P-Lite NVR with 1000GB (1TB) of storage,
you would use SRP-N81-1000. Consult 3VR’s price guide for more information

Enterprise Configuration, Management,
Health Monitoring and Health Alerting

Optional with Enterprise appliance

UPS Support

Yes, APC Smart UPS model

Power

SRP-XX81-XXXX
Number of Channels
Storage (GB)

SOFTWARE
Video Management

3VR Analytics

VIMS 7.x. (Includes Case Management,
Forensic Search, Event-based recording,
Motion alerts, and much more)2

Channels

Storage (GB)

N (NVR) or 16/24/32 (Hybrid)

1000/2000/4000/6000/8000

Optional. Up to 16 channels3

THIRD-PARTY INTEGRATION
Third-party Data Integration (e.g. ATM,
POS, Access Control, etc.)

100-240VAC, 7-3.5A, 60/50 Hz,
Consumption 350 W (max)

	For details on the supported combinations of 3VR analytics, IP and analog cameras, and
3VR applications, consult the Solutions Overview Guide in the Partner Portal:
http://partners.3vr.com/. Contact your 3VR Sales Representative with any questions.

1

Yes4

STORAGE

	For information about 3VR’s Video Intelligent Management Software (VIMS 7.x) that is
included with every P-Lite appliance, please visit http://www.3vr.com/products/vip

2

Storage Capacity

1, 2, 4, 6, 8TB models

Drive Type

SATA

	For more information on 3VR analytics, visit http://www.3vr.com/products/vip-analytics

3

	For a list of supported cameras and technology partners, please visit
http://www.3vr.com/partners/technology-and-camera

4

RAID

None, See P-Series for RAID models

Hot Swappable Drives

None. See P-Series for hot swap/spare

	DVI output and BNC output cannot be used at the same time.

5

Version: 07/2012
Specifications to change without notice.
Visit www.3VR.com for up-to-date materials and information about 3VR products.
PRELIMINARY

3VR Video Intelligence Platform™

server class

A highly-scalable and IT-friendly analytic powerhouse, the 3VR VIP Server Class
is designed to meet the complex application and integration requirements of
large deployments with options such as external storage and Server OS.
Highly-Scalable
	Support more IP cameras than any other 3VR VIP
appliance: Created for larger camera counts, the
3VR VIP Server Class has the ability to support up
to 64 total cameras (32 analog max.) on the hybrid
model.* On the NVR model, support up to 64
IP cameras.* Now supports up to 32 Megapixel
Cameras — three times as many as the 3VR VIP
P-Series (32 vs. 10)*
	Store more with the external storage option: the
3VR VIP Server Class can store up to 20 TB and
is offered in 2/4/10/20 TB configurations

Analytic Powerhouse
	Employ more 3VR VIP analytics for larger
organizations requiring more analytic power —
upgradeable to 20 channels of 3VR VIP analytics

IT-Friendly
	Never lose a frame of video with enterprise-class
RAID storage redundancy
	Centrally manage and monitor systems across
an enterprise: Increase administrative effciencies
with central and remote system and user
management, over-the-wire upgrades, and
health monitoring**
	Adapt the 3VR VIP Server Class to the requirements of a particular environment with optional
Microsoft Windows Server OS. Easily install
and manage virus control and other custom
IT applications***

Best-in-class Video Management
with 3VR Intelligent Surveillance
and Search
	Record and view up to 4CIF at 30FPS on analog
channels with the industry’s leading compression
method: 3VR’s H.264 CODEC minimizes bandwidth and storage by 50-90% compared
to MJPEG and MPEG-4
	Support all camera technologies: 3VR supports
analog, IP, megapixel, PTZ and smart cameras.
Both hybrid and NVR models available
	Monitor and investigate more efficiently and effectively with 3VR’s award-winning user interface
and search engine: Pull relevant surveillance
quickly by features such as time, location, face,
license plate, object color, direction, and speed
and display results as easily scanned summaries
of intelligently-selected images
	Integrates seamlessly with complex applications
and third-party business systems, allowing users
to quickly find video by transaction number,
employee ID, exceptions, etc.
	Store and search through years of high-quality
data with 3VR VIP Smart Storage technology
	Organize, retrieve, and permanently archive
surveillance from a central location: 3VR VIP Case
Manager consolidates cases in a central repository
for easy collaboration
	Optimize bandwidth consumption: With features
such as bandwidth throttling and scheduling and
image-based viewing, 3VR ensures accessibility
without disruption to networks

* F or details on the supported combinations of 3VR VIP analytics, IP and analog cameras, and 3VR VIP Enterprise Applications, consult the Solutions Overview document here:
http://www.3vr.com/sites/default/files/assets/SolutionsOverview.pdf. Contact your 3VR Sales Representative with any questions.
** Enterprise capabilities available with the 3VR VIP Enterprise Server.
*** Not all 3VR Enterprise Management Features are available with the Optional Microsoft Windows Server OS, and corporate IT resources are required to maintain SC100s
with this option.

3VR VIP server class
Features

Third-Party Integration

basic

Third-party Data Integration (e.g.
ATM, POS, Access, etc.)

Yes, optional with plug-ins

Maximum Resolution

Up to 4CIF (NTSC/PAL), multimegapixel
(IP cameras)

Third-party Analytic Integration

Yes, optional

Video Codec (Analog Cameras)

H.264 (MPEG4 Part 10)

Alarm Inputs / Outputs

Yes, 4 dry contacts or 4 relay out

Maximum Images per Second
(NTSC/PAL)

30fps/ch at 4CIF

Software Development Kit (SDK)
with standards-based API

Yes, optional

Converged IP/Analog

Yes, available

Video Inputs

Hybrid models: Max. Total Camera
Capacity 64 (Max. Analog 32+32 IP)*
NVR model: Max. of 64 IP*

Specifications
Drive Type

SATA

RAID

Yes

Front Accessible

Yes, hot swappable RAID drives

Hot Spare

Yes, optional. Auto rebuild to pre-loaded
hot spare

Exporting

PC, Email, or USB; CD-RW optional

Video Standard

NTSC/PAL/IP

Type of Cameras Supported

Analog, IP, MP, and PTZ cameras supported.
See www.3VR.com/Support/FAQ/Cameras

Dome Control

Yes

OS

Embedded or optional Microsoft
Windows Server

Storage Capacity

2/4/10/20 TB**, RAID

Watermarking

Yes, SHA-1

Motion Detection

Yes

Multi-Screen Playback

Yes

3VR VIP SpotMonitor

Yes

Dual Play Output

1 x SVGA & 1 x BNC or DVI

Saved Searches

Yes

Network

2 x 1 Gb Ethernet port

One-Click Image and Video Export

Yes (PC, Email, USB), CD-RW Optional

USB

6

Standalone Video Player Available

Yes

Serial Port

Instant alert notifcation: Remote

Yes

2 RS-232 & 1 RS-422 (con gurable to RS232/485)

Yes

Serial Port Expansion

Yes, up to 8 RS 232/422/485 ports via USB

Yes, included with Remote Client Starter
Pack

Visual Indicators

Power, disk activity, health monitoring

Email
Support for remote 3VR VIP
SpotMonitor and User Applications

Systems and Network Management

Physical
Dimension (HxWxD)

3.5” (2U) x 17” x 20”
(89 x 432 x 508 mm)

Dimension (Storage)

3.5’’ x 17’’ x 28’’
per 10 TB external array

Yes, included with
Remote Client Starter Pack

Mounting

Yes, includes rack mount ears. Optional rack
rails or wall mounting brackets available

Enterprise Configuration,
Management, Health Monitoring
and Health Alerting

Yes, supported with the
Enterprise appliance

Unit Weight

35 lbs (approx); 65lbs per 10TB external array

Shipping Weight

40 lbs (approx); 70lbs per 10TB external array

UPS Support

Yes

Bandwidth Throttle

Yes

Bandwidth Scheduling

Yes

Adaptive Bandwidth Use

Yes, image-only transmission

Remote System Configuration &
Management and Health Monitoring

Advanced
Camera Expansion

Yes, supports up to 64 IP cameras.
Note that different types of IP cameras
such as H.264, MPEG-4, and megapixel
requiredifferent system resources.*

Environmental
Operating Temperature

41° to 95°F (5° to 35°C)*

Humidity

10% to 90% RH (noncondensing)

Electrical
Power

100–240 VAC; 7–3.5 A, 60/50 Hz,
Consumption 350 W (max) ***

Long-term Event Storage

Yes, 3VR SmartStorage

Event-based Monitoring

Yes

Ordering Info

Motion-based Indexing
and Searching

Yes

Image-based Search Results

Yes

The 3VR VIP Server Class follow the SKU nomenclature below and offered in the following
channel/storage con gurations For example, to order an 3VR VIP Server Class with 2000GB
of storage, you would use SC-N100-2000. Consult 3VR’s price guide for more information.

Integrated Case Management

Yes

Enterprise Case Management

Yes, supported with the Enterprise appliance

Motion Zone Alerting

Yes

Motion-Based Alerting

Yes

Channels

Storage (GB)

Share Alerts Across
the Enterprise

Yes

N (IP Only, NVR)/32

2000/4000/10TB/20TB**

Alert Quality & Sensitivity Setting

Yes

3VR VIP Analytics
Supports up to 20 channels of 3VR VIP
Facial Surveillance, License Plate
Recognition (LPR), Advanced Object analytics*
Tracking, etc.
04 / 2011
Specifications to change without notice.
Visit www.3vr.com for up-to-date materials and information about 3VR products.

SC-XX100-XXXX
Number of Channels
Storage (GB)

* F or details on the supported combinations of VIP analytics, IP and analog cameras,
and 3VR VIP Enterprise Applications, consult the Solutions Overview document here:
http://www.3vr.com/sites/default/files/assets/SolutionsOverview.pdf. Contact your
3VR Sales Representative with any questions
** 2 000/4000 GB internal, 10/20 TB options available with external storage
expansion array
*** Does not include power requirements for external array

SOLUTIONS OVERVIEW

S-Series

P-Series 4 / P-Lite

X-Series

Hybrid

NVR

Hybrid

NVR

NVR

4

8

26

26

32

Max Channels Running
3VR Analytics2

2-4

2-4

8-16

8-16

10-20

Analog Camera Support

4/8/16

N/A

16/24/32

N/A

N/A

16

16

52

52

64

Resource Units (RU)
Capacity1

Max Cameras

3

RESOURCE UNIT (RU) REQUIREMENTS TABLE
Dual-stream
MJPEG+H.264/MPEG4
Camera

Single-Stream
MJPEG/H.264/MPEG4
Camera

3VR Analytics2

Analog

N/A

N/A

1-2 RUs

IP VGA

0.5 RU

1 RU

1-2 RUs

1-2 Megapixels5

1 RU

4 RU

1-2 RUs per VGA region

3-5 Megapixels5

2 RU

6 RU

1-2 RUs per VGA region

6-10 Megapixels5

4 RU

8 RU

1-2 RUs per VGA region

IMPORTANT: If you are running local OpCenter, add 2 RU’s to total.

1

 he basic unit of system load is the Resource Unit (RU). Each 3VR appliance model has a different maximum
T
RU capacity: RUs can be used to run Analytics and IP cameras, subject to the maximum RU and Analytic/IP
camera capacities in the above tables.

2

 nalytic RUs vary depending on the field of view, the complexity of the scene, the number of zones, and the
A
analytic that is being used. Some analytics will require more processing power than others. Enabling analytics
decreases the maximum number of cameras supplied on any 3VR system. The Requirements Table is only
meant to be a guide. Please see a 3VR representative for more detailed information on analytic RUs.

3

 ax cameras assumes addition of standard VGA dual-stream resolution IP cameras. Single-stream cameras will
M
use twice the amount of RUs.

4

Version 7.0.3 or higher required for higher RU capacity on P-Series.

5

 ubject to maximum limit of 8Mbits/sec for the S-Series, 20 Mbits/sec for the P-Series/P-Lite, and 40 Mbits/
S
sec for the X-Series.

Version: SO072012
Specifications to change without notice.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

3VR P-SERIES

The powerful, versatile, and reliable
P-Series features superior video
management, facial surveillance and
advanced object analytics, and RAID
storage. The P-Series is available in both
NVR and hybrid NVR configurations with
a maximum capacity of 4TB and support
for up to 52 cameras.1
Paired with the included full-featured 3VR
VIMS 7.x video management software
interface and optional 3VR award-winning
analytics, the P-Series provides you with
unmatched enterprise management,
advanced analytics, and the speed and
power of 3VR’s forensic search capabilities.

VERSATILE HYBRID SOLUTION
	Models include 16, 24, or 32 IP/analog camera
licenses. Expand system capacity by adding more
licenses.
	Support for up to 32 analog, 52 IP (VGA) or 26
megapixel cameras.1
	Mix and match analog, IP, megapixel, and PTZ
cameras for maximum flexibility.
	High-quality audio and video storage using
MPEG-4 or H.264 compression.
	Storage options include 1, 2, or 4TB RAID
configurations in a stylish 2RU rack/desktop
chassis.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
	P-Series integrates with POS, Access Control,
ATM & other external systems. Custom
integration available.
	Most major camera manufacturers connect to 3VR
systems. See www.3vr.com for details.

RELIABILITY
	Real-time health monitoring of cameras, recording,
network and hardware.
	Embedded OS on flash drive for stability. Enterprise-class HDDs for reliability.
	3 year warranty on hardware.

VIDEO MANAGEMENT
	VIMS 7.x video management software included,
featuring 3VR’s award-winning interface.
	Case Management, Forensic Search, Live Monitoring, and much more. See VIMS 7.x data sheet.2

VIDEO INTELLIGENCE
	Two 3VR Core analytics included. Support for up
to 14 additional channels of Core or Premium 3VR
analytics.1
	Included analytics comprise of Facial Surveillance
or Advanced Object Tracking.

ENTERPRISE PERFORMANCE
	Use as part of a large enterprise system, or as a
standalone NVR. Enterprise server optional.
	For details on the supported combinations of 3VR analytics, IP and analog cameras, and 3VR applications, consult the Solutions Overview Guide in the Partner Portal: http://
partners.3vr.com/. Contact your 3VR Sales Representative with any questions.

1

	For information about 3VR’s Video Intelligent Management Software (VIMS 7.x) that is included with every P-Series appliance, please visit http://www.3vr.com/products/vip
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3VR P-SERIES
Specifications

INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

ANALOG CAMERA SUPPORT (HYBRID MODELS)

Type of Camera Inputs

Analog, IP, MP, and PTZ cameras
supported.4

Analog Recording Resolutions

NTSC: 704x480, 320x240; PAL: 704x576,
352x288

Monitor Output

1 x DE-15 (VGA)

Video Encoding

H.264 (MPEG4 Part 10)

Display Resolution

Up to 1600 x 1200

Maximum Images per Second
(NTSC/PAL)

30ips/ch at 4CIF; Max 960ips@4CIF – 32
channels of analog

SpotMonitor

1 x BNC or 1 x DVI-I5

Network (NIC)

2 x 1 Gb Ethernet port

Analog Camera Inputs

16, 24 or 32

USB

2 front/4 back (2.0)

Analog PTZ Control

Pelco-D, Manchester (AD) & Panasonic
protocols

Alarm Inputs / Outputs

4 dry contacts or 4 relay out, expandable
up to 12 in/12out. N.O., N.C., supervised
or nonsupervised, 0.5 A @ 120VAC

Serial Port

3 x DB9: 2 RS-232 & 1 RS-422
(configurable to RS-232/485)

Serial Port Expansion

Up to 8 RS-232/422/485 ports via USB

DVD-RW

Optional

IP CAMERA SUPPORT (NVR & HYBRID MODELS)
IP/MP Cameras Supported

Yes4

Maximum Resolution

10+ megapixels

Video Codec Support

H.264/MPEG-4/MJPEG

Maximum Images per Second

30ips/ch

NVR IP Camera Licenses

32 included. Expand up to 52 cameras
total (VGA).1

Hybrid NVR IP Camera Licenses

None included (or swap analog for IP channels). Expand up to 52 analog and IP (VGA)
cameras, total combined1

PHYSICAL
Dimension (HxWxD)

3.5” x 17” x 19” (89 x 432 x 483mm)

Rack Units

2 RUs, 19” rack-mountable

Mounting

Includes rack mount ears. Optional
rack rails or wall mounting brackets
available

Total number of megapixel cameras

Up to 26 one-megapixel cameras
supported. (Less for 2+ MP)1

Unit Weight

Approx. 35 lbs (16kg)

IP PTZ Support

Yes4

Shipping Weight

Approx. 40 lbs (18kg)

Analog Audio inputs

8 or 16 inputs, unbalanced, 4.7kOhms

Operating Temperature

41° to 95°F (5° to 35°C)

Analog Audio Codec

G.711, 8bit/8kHz, 64kbit/s, unidirectional

Heat Dissipation

1200 BTU per hour

IP Camera Audio Support

Yes4

Humidity

5% to 95% RH (noncondensing)

IP Supported Codecs

AAC, G.711

Storage Conditions

14° to 140°F (-10° to 60°C )

SYSTEMS AND NETWORK MANAGEMENT

Hardware Warranty

3 years

Bandwidth Throttle

Yes

ELECTRICAL

Bandwidth Scheduling

Yes

Power

Adaptive Bandwidth Use

Yes, image-only transmission

Remote Connection

TCP/IP (IPv4)

Simultaneous Remote Connections

Unlimited

Remote System Configuration &
Management and Health Monitoring

Yes

Enterprise Configuration, Management,
Health Monitoring and Health Alerting

Optional with Enterprise appliance

UPS Support

Yes, APC Smart UPS model

AUDIO

ENVIRONMENTAL AND WARRANTY

SOFTWARE
Video Management

3VR Analytics

VIMS 7.x. (Includes Case Management,
Forensic Search, Event-based recording,
Motion alerts, and much more)2

Ordering Info
The P-Series follows the SKU nomenclature below and is offered in the following channel/
storage configurations. For example, to order a P-Series NVR with 1000GB (1TB) of storage, you would use SRP-N80-1000. Consult 3VR’s price guide for more information

SRP-XX80-XXXX
Number of Channels
Storage (GB)

Two 3VR Core analytics included. Expand
up to 16 channels3

Yes4

Storage (GB)

N (NVR) or 16/24/32 (Hybrid)

1000/2000/4000

	For details on the supported combinations of 3VR analytics, IP and analog cameras, and
3VR applications, consult the Solutions Overview Guide in the Partner Portal:
http://partners.3vr.com/. Contact your 3VR Sales Representative with any questions.
	For information about 3VR’s Video Intelligent Management Software (VIMS 7.x) that is
included with every P-Series appliance, please visit http://www.3vr.com/products/vip

2

STORAGE

	For more information on 3VR analytics, visit http://www.3vr.com/products/vip-analytics

1, 2 or 4TB models

3

Drive Type

SATA

4

RAID

RAID-1

Hot Swappable Drives

Yes. Hot spare (optl.)

Storage Capacity

Channels

1

THIRD-PARTY INTEGRATION
Third-party Data Integration (e.g. ATM,
POS, Access Control, etc.)

100-240VAC, 7-3.5A, 60/50 Hz,
Consumption 350 W (max)

Version: 08/2012
Specifications to change without notice.
Visit www.3VR.com for up-to-date materials and information about 3VR products.

	For a list of supported cameras and technology partners, please visit
http://www.3vr.com/partners/technology-and-camera
	DVI output and BNC output cannot be used at the same time.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

3VR S-SERIES

The S-Series contains many of the same
advanced features found on other 3VR
network video recorders, but in a compact
design. NVR and hybrid NVR configurations
are available with a maximum capacity of 2TB
and support for up to 16 cameras.1
Paired with the included full-featured 3VR VIMS
7.x video management software interface
and optional 3VR award-winning analytics,
the S-Series provides you with superior video
management, leading IT features, and the
flexibility to adapt to evolving business needs.

COMPACT HYBRID SOLUTION
	Hybrid models include 4, 8, or 16 analog camera
licenses. Add IP camera licenses as needed.
	NVR models include 4 IP camera licenses.
Expand up to 16 licenses.

ENTERPRISE PERFORMANCE
	Use as part of a large enterprise system, or as a
standalone NVR. Enterprise server optional.

RELIABILITY

	Support for up to 16 analog and/or IP (VGA)
cameras, or 8 megapixel cameras.1

	Real-time health monitoring of cameras, recording,
network and hardware.

	Mix and match analog, IP, megapixel, and PTZ
cameras for maximum flexibility.

	Embedded OS on flash drive for stability. Enterprise-class HDDs for reliability.

	High-quality audio and video storage using
MPEG-4 or H.264 compression.

	3 year warranty on hardware.

	Storage options include 500GB, 1, or 2TB
non-RAID configurations in a stylish desktop
chassis (RAID optional).

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
	P-Series integrates with POS, Access Control,
ATM & other external systems. Custom integration
available.
	Most major camera manufacturers connect to 3VR
systems. See www.3vr.com for details.

VIDEO MANAGEMENT
	VIMS 7.x video management software included,
featuring 3VR’s award-winning interface.
	Case Management, Forensic Search, Live Monitoring, and much more. See VIMS 7.x data sheet.2

VIDEO INTELLIGENCE
	Add video analytics to the S-Series with support
for up to 4 channels of Core or Premium 3VR
analytics.1
	No extra hardware needed. Analytics and
reporting capabilities integrated into system.

	For details on the supported combinations of 3VR analytics, IP and analog cameras, and 3VR applications, consult the Solutions Overview Guide in the Partner Portal: http://
partners.3vr.com/. Contact your 3VR Sales Representative with any questions.

1

	For information about 3VR’s Video Intelligent Management Software (VIMS 7.x) that is included with every S-Series appliance, please visit http://www.3vr.com/products/vip
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3VR S-SERIES
Specifications

INPUTS AND OUTPUTS

ANALOG CAMERA SUPPORT (HYBRID MODELS)

Type of Camera Inputs

Analog, IP, MP, and PTZ cameras
supported.4

Analog Recording Resolutions

NTSC: 704x480, 320x240; PAL: 704x576,
352x288

Monitor Output

1 x DE-15 (VGA)

Video Encoding

H.264 (MPEG4 Part 10)

Display Resolution

Up to 1600 x 1200

Maximum Images per Second
(NTSC/PAL)

30ips/ch at 4CIF/VGA; Max 480ips@4CIF –
16 channels of analog

SpotMonitor

1 x BNC

Network (NIC)

2 x 1 Gb Ethernet port

Analog Camera Inputs

4, 8 or 16

USB

2 front/4 back (2.0)

Analog PTZ Control

Pelco-D, Manchester (AD) & Panasonic
protocols

Alarm Inputs / Outputs

4 dry contacts or 4 relay out, expandable
up to 12 in/12out. N.O., N.C., supervised
or nonsupervised, 0.5 A @ 120VAC

Serial Port

2 x DB9: 1 RS-232 & 1 RS-422
(configurable to RS-232/485)

Serial Port Expansion

Up to 4 RS-232/422/485 ports via USB

DVD-RW

Optional

IP CAMERA SUPPORT (NVR & HYBRID MODELS)
IP/MP Cameras Supported

Yes4

Maximum Resolution

10+ megapixels

Video Codec Support

H.264/MPEG-4/MJPEG

Maximum Images per Second

30ips/ch

NVR IP Camera Licenses

4 included. Expand up to 16 cameras
total (VGA).1

Hybrid NVR IP Camera Licenses

None included (or swap analog for IP channels). Expand up to 16 analog and IP (VGA)
cameras, total combined1

Total number of megapixel cameras

Up to 8 one-megapixel cameras
supported. (Less for 2+ MP)1

IP PTZ Support

Yes4

PHYSICAL

8 or 16 inputs, unbalanced, 4.7kOhms

Analog Audio Codec

G.711, 8bit/8kHz, 64kbit/s, unidirectional

IP Camera Audio Support

Yes4

IP Supported Codecs

AAC, G.711

3.5” x 9” x 13” (89 x 229 x 330mm)

Mounting

Optional wall mounting brackets available

Unit Weight

Approx. 8 lbs (4kg)

Shipping Weight

Approx. 10 lbs (5kg)

ENVIRONMENTAL AND WARRANTY

AUDIO
Analog Audio inputs

Dimension (HxWxD)

Operating Temperature

41° to 95°F (5° to 35°C)

Heat Dissipation

400 BTU/hr max, under 200 BTU/hr under
normal operation

Humidity

5% to 95% RH (noncondensing)

Storage Conditions

14° to 140°F (-10° to 60°C )

Hardware Warranty

3 years

ELECTRICAL

SYSTEMS AND NETWORK MANAGEMENT

Power

100-240VAC, 60/50 Hz,
Consumption 84 W (max)

Bandwidth Throttle

Yes

Bandwidth Scheduling

Yes

Adaptive Bandwidth Use

Yes, image-only transmission

Ordering Info

Remote Connection

TCP/IP (IPv4)

Simultaneous Remote Connections

Unlimited

The S-Series follows the SKU nomenclature below and is offered in the following channel/
storage configurations. Consult 3VR’s price guide for more information

Remote System Configuration &
Management and Health Monitoring

Yes

Enterprise Configuration, Management,
Health Monitoring and Health Alerting

Optional with Enterprise appliance

UPS Support

Yes, APC Smart UPS model

VIMS 7.x. (Includes Case Management,
Forensic Search, Event-based recording,
Motion alerts, and much more)2

3VR Analytics

Optional. Up to 4 channels3

Yes

Number of Channels
Storage (GB)

NVR without RAID

NVR with RAID

SRS-XX36-XXXX

SRS-XX41-XXXX
Number of Channels
Storage (GB)

Channels

Storage (GB)

N (NVR) or 04/08/16 (Hybrid)

500/1000/2000

4

STORAGE
Storage Capacity

500GB, 1, or 2TB models

Drive Type

SATA

RAID

RAID-1 (optional)

Hot Swappable Drives

SRS-XX40-XXXX

Number of Channels
Storage (GB)

THIRD-PARTY INTEGRATION
Third-party Data Integration (e.g. ATM,
POS, Access Control, etc.)

HVR with RAID

SRS-XX35-XXXX
Number of Channels
Storage (GB)

SOFTWARE
Video Management

HVR without RAID

Yes. (RAID only)

Version: 08/2012
Specifications to change without notice.
Visit www.3VR.com for up-to-date materials and information about 3VR products.

	For details on the supported combinations of 3VR analytics, IP and analog cameras, and
3VR applications, consult the Solutions Overview Guide in the Partner Portal:
http://partners.3vr.com/. Contact your 3VR Sales Representative with any questions.

1

	For information about 3VR’s Video Intelligent Management Software (VIMS 7.x) that is
included with every P-Series appliance, please visit http://www.3vr.com/products/vip

2

	For more information on 3VR analytics, visit http://www.3vr.com/products/vip-analytics

3

	For a list of supported cameras and technology partners, please visit
http://www.3vr.com/partners/technology-and-camera
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

3vr X-Series

The X-Series NVR is a highly-scalable and
IT-friendly powerhouse. Designed to meet the
complex application and integration
requirements of large deployments, the
X-Series has a robust storage subsystem,
power for up to 20 3VR analytics, and Windows
Server OS. The X-Series is available in a RAID-5
configuration with a maximum capacity of
20TB; 64 IP camera licenses are included.1
Paired with the included full-featured 3VR VIMS
7.x video management software interface
and included 3VR award-winning analytics,
the X-Series provides you with the ultimate in
enterprise-wide management, with a redundant
and enterprise-class hot-swappable storage
subsystem, designed to meet the demands of
large deployments.

SCALABLE SOLUTION
	Includes 64 IP (VGA) camera licenses or use for
up to 32 megapixel cameras.1
	Mix and match IP, megapixel, and PTZ cameras
for maximum flexibility.
	High-quality audio and video storage using
MPEG-4 or H.264 compression.
	Storage options include 6, 10, or 20TB RAID-5
configurations in a stylish 2RU rack-mount chassis.

ENTERPRISE PERFORMANCE
	Centrally manage and monitor systems across an
enterprise and remotely.2 Four gigabit Ethernet
ports included.
	Meet tough IT security requirements and manage
IT management applications with Windows
Server OS.

VIDEO MANAGEMENT

VIDEO INTELLIGENCE
	Four 3VR Core analytics included. Support for up
to 16 additional channels of Core or Premium 3VR
analytics.1
	Included analytics comprise of Facial Surveillance
or Advanced Object Tracking.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
	X-Series integrates with POS, Access Control,
ATM & other external systems. Custom
integration available.
	Most major camera manufacturers connect to 3VR
systems. See www.3vr.com for details.

Reliability
	Real-time health monitoring of cameras, recording,
network and hardware.
	Hot-swappable redundant enterprise-class HDDs
for reliability. Hot spares included.

	VIMS 7.x video management software included,
featuring 3VR’s award-winning interface.

	Dedicated mirrored Windows Server OS in a
database array.

	Case Management, Forensic Search, Live Monitoring, and much more. See VIMS 7.x data sheet.3

	3 year warranty on hardware.

	For details on the supported combinations of 3VR analytics, IP and megapixel cameras, and 3VR applications, consult the Solutions Overview Guide in the Partner Portal:
http://partners.3vr.com/.

1

	Enterprise capabilities available with the optional Enterprise Server.

2

	For information about 3VR’s Video Intelligent Management Software (VIMS 7.x) that is included with every X-Series appliance, please visit http://www.3vr.com/products/vip
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3VR X-SERIES
Specifications

INPUTS and OUTPUTS

camera support

Type of Camera Inputs

IP, MP, and PTZ cameras
supported.4

Analog Camera Support

No

Monitor Output

1 x DE-15 (VGA)

Maximum Resolution

10+ megapixels

Display Resolution

Up to 1600 x 1200

Video Codec Support

H.264/MPEG-4/MJPEG

SpotMonitor

With client application

Maximum Images per Second

30ips/ch

Network (NIC)

4 x 1 Gb Ethernet port

IP Camera Licenses

64 included (VGA)

USB

1 front/2 back (USB 2.0)

Alarm Inputs / Outputs

N/A

Total number of megapixel cameras

Up to 32 one-megapixel cameras
supported. (Less for 2+ MP)1

Serial Port

1 x DB9: RS-2325

Serial Port Expansion

Up to 8 RS-232/422/485 ports via USB5

IP PTZ Support

Yes4

DVD-RW

Optional

Physical

Audio

Dimension (HxWxD)

3.5” x 17.5” x 28” (89 x 445 x 664mm)

Rack Units

2 RU

Mounting

Optional rack rails available

Unit Weight

Approx. 80 lbs (37kg)

Systems and Network Management

Shipping Weight

Approx. 85 lbs (39kg)

Bandwidth Throttle

Yes

Environmental and Warranty

Bandwidth Scheduling

Yes

Operating Temperature

41° to 95°F (5° to 35°C)

Adaptive Bandwidth Use

Yes, image-only transmission

Heat Dissipation

400 BTU/hr max, under 200 BTU/hr under
normal operation

Remote Connection

TCP/IP (IPv4)

Humidity

10% to 95% RH (noncondensing)

Simultaneous Remote Connections

Unlimited

Hardware Warranty

3 years

Remote System Configuration &
Management and Health Monitoring

Yes

Electrical

Enterprise Configuration, Management,
Health Monitoring and Health Alerting

Optional with Enterprise appliance

Analog Audio inputs

None

IP Camera Audio Support

Yes4

IP Supported Codecs

AAC, G.711, unidirectional

Power

Ordering Info

Software
Video Management

VIMS 7.x. (Includes Case Management,
Forensic Search, Event-based recording,
Motion alerts, and much more)2

3VR Analytics

Four 3VR Core Analytics included. Expand
up to 20 analytic channels total3

The X-Series is offered in the following channel/storage configurations. Consult 3VR’s
price guide for more information

Third-Party Integration
Third-party Data Integration (e.g. ATM,
POS, Access Control, etc.)

100-240VAC; 7-3.5A 60/50 Hz,
Consumption 750 W (max)

Part Number

Storage

SRX-N100-06TB

6TB

SRX-N100-10TB

10TB

SRX-N100-20TB

20TB

Yes4

Storage
Storage Capacity

6, 10, or 20TB models

Drive Type

SATA, Enterprise-class

RAID

RAID-5

Hot Swappable Drives

Yes

Hot Spares

Yes. Auto-rebuild to pre-loaded hot spare

Front Accessible

Yes

Version: 08/2012
Specifications to change without notice.
Visit www.3VR.com for up-to-date materials and information about 3VR products.

	For details on the supported combinations of 3VR analytics, IP cameras, and 3VR applications, consult the Solutions Overview Guide in the Partner Portal:
http://partners.3vr.com/. Contact your 3VR Sales Representative with any questions

1

	For information about 3VR’s Video Intelligent Management Software (VIMS 7.x) that is
included with every X-Series appliance, please visit http://www.3vr.com/products/vip

2

	For more information on 3VR analytics, visit http://www.3vr.com/products/vip-analytics

3

	For a list of supported cameras and technology partners, please visit
http://www.3vr.com/partners/technology-and-camera

4

	Coming soon
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3VR VIDEO INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM™

ENTERPRISE APPLIANCE

3VR’s Video Intelligence Platform™ features a powerful set of Enterprise
Applications which customers can use to manage and enhance the
performance of video infrastructure across thousands of sites.
3VR’s award-winning interface makes video viewing, investigating and
reporting fast and simple, while local and remote management tools ensure
optimal uptime and performance.
Live and remote video viewing and search
	Enterprise storage and data protection
Installation reporting

	Installation templates
Enterprise case management
Enterprise analytics reports

Central management and health monitoring
Global updates

3VR VIP OPCENTER

3VR VIP ALERT VIEWER

3VR VIP OpCenter is an intuitive client application
that allows customers to quickly and easily monitor,
search and organize video. With versatile options to
define and receive alerts based on any of the 3VR
VIP analytics or 3rd party integrations such as access
control, 3VR VIP OpCenter significantly shortens
investigations and moves an organization from a reactive to a proactive security stance.

Available as a standalone client software add-on to
any 3VR Video Intelligence Platform™, 3VR VIP Alert
Viewer provides real-time monitoring and protection
by automatically notifying a user when suspicious
activity, individuals or vehicles are identified. Harnessing video intelligence provided by sophisticated
3VR Video Intelligence Platform™ analytics, VIP Alert
Viewer allows organizations to detect and evaluate
threats before harm is inflicted.

3VR VIP SYSTEM MANAGER
With centralized system administration, 3VR VIP
System Manager enables remote or local configuration of any 3VR Video Intelligence Platform™
appliance. Real-time health checks and alerts immediately notify administrators about system component failures. And with single-sign-on, the ability to
apply software updates, and back-ups of configurations, 3VR VIP System Manager reduces the cost
of managing a complex national or global deployment.

3VR VIP REPORT VIEWER
VIP Report Viewer allows users to generate, view,
and export reports based on any 3VR VIP analytic.
The VIP Report Viewer reveals video intelligence that
security, operations, marketing, customer service,
and inventory management professionals can use to
make more informed decisions about how to improve
their operations and overall business performance.

3VR VIP ENTERPRISE APPLIANCE
Features

THIRD-PARTY INTEGRATION

BASIC

Third-party Data Integration (e.g.
ATM, POS, Access, etc.)

Yes, optional

Third-party Analytic Integration

Yes, optional

Alarm Inputs / Outputs

Yes, 4 dry contacts or 4 relay out

Software Development Kit (SDK)
with standards-based API

Yes, optional

Maximum Resolution

Up to 4CIF (NTSC/PAL), multi-megapixel (IP)

Video Codec (Analog Cameras)

H.264 (MPEG4 Part 10)

Maximum Images per Second
(NTSC/PAL)

30fps/ch at 4CIF

Converged IP/Analog

Yes, available

Video Inputs

Hybrid models: Max. 32 Total Camera
Capacity (Max. 16/32 Analog or 32 IP)*
NVR models: Max of 32 IP*

Specifications
Drive Type

SATA

Dome Control

Yes

RAID

Yes

Storage Capacity

500GB – 4TB, RAID

Front Accessible

Yes, hot swappable RAID drives

Watermarking

Yes, SHA-1

Hot Spare

Motion Detection

Yes

Yes, optional.
Auto rebuild to pre-loaded hot spare

Multi-Screen Playback

Yes

Exporting

PC, Email, or USB; CD-RW optional

3VR VIP SpotMonitor

Yes

Video Standard

NTSC/PAL/IP

Saved Searches

Yes

Type of Cameras Supported

One-Click Image and Video Export

Yes (PC, Email, USB), CD-RW Optional

Analog, IP, MP, and PTZ cameras supported.
See www.3VR.com/Support/FAQ/Cameras

Standalone Video Player Available

Yes

Dual Play Output

1 x SVGA & 1 x BNC or DVI

Instant alert notifcation: Remote

Yes

Network

2 x 1 Gb Ethernet port

Yes

USB

6

Yes, included with Remote Client
Starter Pack

Serial Port

2 RS-232 & 1 RS-422
(configurable to RS-232/485)

SYSTEMS AND NETWORK MANAGEMENT

Serial Port Expansion

Yes, up to 8 RS-232/422/485 ports via USB

Bandwidth Throttle

Yes

Visual Indicators

Power, disk activity, health monitoring

Bandwidth Scheduling

Yes

PHYSICAL

Adaptive Bandwidth Use

Yes, image-only transmission

Dimension (HxWxD)

3.5” (2U) x 17” x 19” (89 x 432 x 483mm)

Remote System Configuration &
Management and Health Monitoring

Yes, included with Remote
Client Starter Pack

Mounting

Yes, includes rack mount ears. Optional rack
rails or wall mounting brackets available

Enterprise Configuration,
Management, Health Monitoring
and Health Alerting

Yes, optional with Enterprise appliance

Unit Weight

35 lbs (approx)

Shipping Weight

40 lbs (approx)

UPS Support

Yes, APC Smart UPS model

Email
Support for remote 3VR VIP
SpotMonitor and User Applications

ADVANCED
IP Camera Expansion

Yes, supports up to 32 cameras. Note that
different types of IP cameras such as H.264,
MPEG-4, and megapixel require different
system resources*

Long-term Event Storage

Yes, SmartStorage

Event-based Monitoring

Yes

Motion-based Indexing
and Searching

Yes

Image-based Search Results

Yes

Integrated Case Management

Yes

Enterprise Case Management

Yes, supported with the Enterprise appliance

Motion Zone Alerting

Yes

Motion-Based Alerting

Yes

Share Alerts Across
the Enterprise

Yes

Alert Quality & Sensitivity Setting

Yes

3VR VIP ANALYTICS
Facial Surveillance, License Plate
Recognition (LPR), Advanced
Object, etc.

ENVIRONMENTAL
Operating Temperature

41° to 95°F (5° to 35°C)

Heat Dissipation

1200 BTU per hour

Humidity

5% to 95% RH (noncondensing)

Storage Conditions

14° to 140°F (-10° to 60°C )

ELECTRICAL
Power

100-240VAC, 7-3.5A, 60/50 Hz, Consumption
350 W (max)

Ordering Info
The P-Series follows the SKU nomenclature below and offered in the following channel/storage
configurations For example, to order an P-Series NVR with 1000GB of storage, you would use
SRP-N080-1000. Consult 3VR’s price guide for more information

SC-XX80-XXXX
Number of Channels
Storage (GB)
Channels

Storage (GB)

N (IP Only, NVR)/16/24/32

0500/1000/2000/4000

Supports up to 16 channels
of 3VR VIP analytics*

Specifications to change without notice.
Visit www.3vr.com for up-to-date materials and information about 3VR products.

* F or details on the included and the supported combinations of 3VR VIP analytics, IP and
analog cameras, and 3VR applications, consult the 3VR Commercial Product Guide in the
Partner Portal: http://partners.3vr.com/. Contact your 3VR Sales Representative with
any questions.
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Abstract
Face Recognition (FR) technologies have undergone rapid commercial development over the past 20 years, mostly
focused on problems revolving around still images: access control, passport verification, and drivers’ license bureaus for example. The video use case, however, has seen little academic and industrial investment until recently.
3VR Security, Inc., has bucked this trend and spent several years refining a surveillance video face recognition
(SVFR) system, which is optimized for searching and alerting on surveillance video. In this whitepaper we describe
the SVFR use case and how it requires a series of technologies missing from still-image FR systems. We describe one
such SVFR system, 3VR Face Recognition, and how it differs at a fundamental level from traditional FR systems.

Introduction
Face Recognition (FR) has been an area of intense research and development for over 25 years. The field gathered
steam in 1993 when the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) sponsored the Face Recognition Technology (FERET)
evaluation. In the late 1990’s the FERET program sponsored FR research, gathered FR test data, and performed
evaluations of the various FR algorithms. Later evaluation programs were developed by the DoD and other sponsors, notably the Face Recognition Vendor Tests (FRVT) of 2000, 2002, and 2006 and the Face Recognition Grand
Challenge (FRGC) of 2006.
FERET, FRVT, and FRGC have been instrumental in providing to the FR community a standardized test methodology and test data. The test data for FERET and FRVT comprise the most complete database of 2D and 3D images
available to researchers today. Success or failure on these tests and test databases can make or break an FR algorithm or company.
It is important, however, to understand exactly what these tests measure and their limitations. First, the tests
measure still images; even the so-called “video” data is a series of still captures from a controlled video source.
Second, the images are fairly high resolution: the “low quality” images used in FRVT 2006 are around 70 pixels
between the eyes. Third, the images are carefully controlled for pose, lighting, and expression. The images in the
FRVT called “uncontrolled” are frontally-posed, high-resolution images with moderate off-frontal lighting and varied backgrounds.
These images are representative of the traditional deployments of FR algorithms:
Access Control: A known camera positioned at a known point, with controlled lighting, captures the face of a
cooperative subject and verifies their identity to an enrolled biometric template corresponding to a primary
token like a magnetic card or PIN.
Credential Verification: Passport control, for example. A credential holder approaches a control point where
a camera verifies the holder’s identity against a biometric template stored on the credential.
Database Search: Drivers’ License Bureaus, for example. Aimed at preventing duplicate enrollments. A new
image is compared to a database of millions and returns the top matches for human review to make sure
that the new person does not already exist in the database.
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The use cases and test data work together to reinforce the direction that FR development has taken: toward higher
resolution images, toward more carefully posed faces, toward more controlled environments. These industry drivers have limited the applicability of Face Recognition for the surveillance video use case.

Surveillance Video Face Recognition
SVFR is a different animal than traditional FR. The challenges in making good use of images retrieved from multiple video sources can not be over-emphasized. The video images are lower resolution and quality, and require
much more computational processing than the images used for the traditional FR use cases. Benefits, however,
can be obtained from the large amounts of information that can be leveraged from the understanding that the
source is a moving video and that the camera locations are known in the real world.

Table 1 — Characteristics of surveillance and traditional FR data
Surveillance Video Face Recognition

Traditional Face Recognition

Low resolution faces: 30 pixels between the eyes.

High resolution faces: 90 pixels between the eyes.

Uncontrolled lighting.

Controlled lighting, often with flash.

Variable pose, usually from an uncooperative subject from ceiling-mounted cameras.

Controlled pose, usually from a cooperative subject
looking at a head-height camera.

Uncontrolled expression.

Controlled expression.

Video source – 10-30 images per second of the
same person – hundreds of images in total.

Still image source: 1 image per person.

Known geographic camera locations.

Unknown geographic camera locations.

The surveillance use case goes beyond the specific source imagery. Several years ago 3VR recognized both the
potential of FR applied in a surveillance context as well as the added demands that surveillance puts on face
recognition. Observing people is by far the main use of CCTV systems, and there are over 4 billion hours of CCTV
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video containing people recorded every day in the United States. This represents one of the largest unstructured
databases in existence – one for which facial recognition holds the promise of structuring for subsequent searching and alerting.
Making this promise a reality requires much more than is available from traditional FR systems. Single-image face
analysis falls apart when confronted with hundreds of images per second from dozens of cameras, buckling under
the processing requirements and flood of data. In addition, there is added information available in video when it
is processed as video: foreground silhouettes, object tracks, and super-resolution techniques to name a few. This
additional information makes the video more valuable than the sum of the frames processed individually.
Surveillance systems attempt to answer a different set of questions from traditional FR systems. Traditional FR
systems answer the following questions:
Verification: Is this person who they say they are?
Identification: Who is this person?
SVFR, on the other hand, has two primary use cases:
Search: Where and when has this person been seen before now?
Alert: Tell me if this person is seen again.
Making the search and alert use cases work in a helpful way requires a large amount of enterprise-class database integration and user interface development to structure, present and manage the data for the user. Otherwise, as with
many traditional FR systems deployed in surveillance, the information is overwhelming instead of illuminating.

Evaluating SVFR
The SVFR search and alert use cases described above lay bare that traditional FR test frameworks are lacking
in methods to adequately test SVFR. A common SVFR deployment resembles the following:
A retail chain has 1000 sites, each of which averages 1000 visitors per day.
Each store has 10 cameras capable of face capture
A store visitor is seen on an average of 4 face cameras per visit
Each time the visitor passes the camera, 100 video frames are captured
Traditional biometric analysis attacks this problem as a very large but flat matrix: every image is treated as if it
were a new, independent person and image without regard for the interconnectedness of the frames and cameras. The result of this testing process is simply an Reciever Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve, Cumulative
Rank Curve CRC , or similar accuracy measurement. SVFR adds the dimensions of time, space, and inter-frame
analysis to create data structures that manage the complexity of the situation – recognizing that each observation is correlated to those around it. Additionally, SVFR must make real-time judicious decisions about how
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to best allocate constrained computational and storage resources to avoid overwhelming the systems or their
human operators with information.
Therefore, a new set of metrics must be used to adequately characterize and compare the performance of SVFR
systems. The metrics must represent the real world of video surveillance: many different low-resolution cameras
capturing video 24 hours per day, in a variety of lighting conditions, angles of incidence, and camera tuning (focus/iris/shutter speed) states.
Table 2 — Testing parameters for surveillance and traditional FR
Surveillance Video Face Recognition

Traditional Face Recognition

Video of typical real-world deployments.

Test data format

Multiple faces present in video.
Image quality representing real-world compression and
transmission artifacts.

Ground truth
data

Search gallery

Probe element

Accuracy
measurement

Computational
performance

Person identifiers tied to face locations in each frame of
the video.

Still images with one person in
each image.
Near-perfect image quality.

Person identifiers for each image.

Annotated face eventsand site locations for face events.

Site visit: all the images of the person when they visited
the location, contained in multiple face events.

Single images/face records.

Face event or person: The sum of the information gathered
from an event or multiple events.

Single image/face record.

ROC curve based on face event or person probes and site
visit galleries.

ROC curve based on single image probes and galleries.

Number of real-time video feeds processed per rack unit, IP
address, watt, cost, or other common measure.

Face locating time.

Time to search through 900 camera-days worth of video.

Matches/sec.

Time to create similarity matrix.
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SVFR Technology
Anyone familiar with face recognition technology will glance at the SVFR test framework outlined above and
quickly realize that a complete solution for SVFR must contain technologies and infrastructure not normally
part of traditional FR systems.

Face Events
As a group of people walk through a video scene, they generate hundreds of frames of video. A simple way to
attack the FR problem is to analyze every region of every frame for faces, and analyze each face individually. This
is, in fact, how many traditional FR systems are used in a surveillance context.
However, this is not what a user wants when interacting with a system. To the user, a person walking through
the scene is a single event, regardless of the length of time they are present or the number of images captured.
A SVFR system will aggregate all the images of a person into a face event – optimally only one database record
per actual real-world event.

Site Visits
A site visit is the collection of face events that describe an individual’s presence at a physical location. It requires
the SVFR system to have knowledge of the physical relationships between cameras. This could be as simple as
grouping cameras by geographical location (“Building 4”) or something more sophisticated like latitude/longitude coordinates.
This knowledge allows the system to take advantage of multiple sensors to find the approximate presence of
people even when a particular sensor or face event fails to adequately identify the person.

Computation management
In an academic research context, there is often no limit to the computational resources that can be devoted to
a problem. However, commercially viable systems must process many feeds from many cameras under cost,
space, and power constraints. To this end the SVFR system is required to intelligently make trade-offs to maximize analysis performance.
Ideally, this is done automatically in a way that maximizes the effectiveness of the FR constrained by the available computational resources.

User Interface
As face and other analytics become more prevalent in CCTV installations, the potential for drowning a user in
data is real. A typical installation using face recognition on CCTV cameras may have hundreds of cameras, many
of which are processing faces. A SVFR system should collect face events, organized in some way (geographically,
chronologically, or by other specific criteria), and display them to a user.
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In addition, the user interface should provide a management system for the data. For Face Recognition, this
means the ability to create named people with attached biometric data, create groups and watchlists with
those people, and share people data across the enterprise of connected systems and with outside partners and
agencies.

The 3VR Face Recognition System
3VR has devoted years to developing a complete SVFR system. Portions of the system are similar to those in
traditional FR systems while others are specific to video. All components have been purpose-built for the surveillance problem and the specific challenges associated.

The 3VR Architecture
3VR FR is built within the 3VR architecture (Figure 1) and inherits many of its advantages. The 3VR architecture
includes the full suite of components for content ingest, content networking, applications and user interface, as
well as a rich set of network services and APIs for external communication and data exchange.

Figure 1 - The 3VR Architecture
Within the 3VR architecture, face recognition fits in the Analysis Pipeline as a plug-in. It has access to all video
data from a multitude of sources, and runs alongside other video analytic plug-ins such as object tracking,
automatic letter and number recognition, and motion analysis. In addition there are dedicated data collection
plug-ins that accept events from text-based systems such as transaction (ATM, POS, etc.), alarm, access control,
and building automation.
The face recognition plug-in creates metadata that resides in an enterprise-class database as is accessible
through the 3VR APIs and User Interface. The 3VR user interface has a rich set of features including the ability
to search for specific people or groups of people, manage people profiles with associated biometric data, and
set-up alerts for future detection of people and watchlists.
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Traditional face recognition usually comprises only a core biometric engine. 3VR FR (Figure 2), on the other
hand, contains this as well as other components required for face surveillance. Video Filtering and Face Tracking contain algorithms honed to take a myriad of video feeds and computationally reduce them down to face
tracks: a series of images with the best-quality faces located in the stream.

Figure 2 - 3VR Face Recognition
The 3VR FR core biometric engine differs greatly from conventional face recognition algorithms. First, it takes
face tracks as input, as opposed to single images. This allows the system to skim the most valuable information
from many images.
Second, the algorithms are tuned to be robust to noisy, low-resolution images. CCTV video sources, both analog
(NTSC or PAL) and IP (MPEG4, H.264, MJPEG) contain noise inherent in the interlacing, compression, and transmission of the data. To traditional face recognition systems, this noise appears as differentiating features. 3VR
has optimized 3VR FR to ignore this noise and instead take advantage of the multiple-image nature of video.
At the end of the 3VR FR plug-in, Face Event Analysis creates Face Events from the data. A face event contains
the searchable metadata that defines the event in time, location, and associates it with representative video,
images, and biometric records.

Conclusion
SVFR is an exciting application of face recognition technology. However, a naïve application of traditional face
recognition technology will overwhelm both the computational resources as well as the user with a tide of
often poor data.
Instead, SVFR calls for a set of technologies and testing processes that differ from traditional face recognition. We
have put forth an outline of those differences and call for a new framework for evaluating SVFR systems. The architecture of one currently-available example of a SVFR system, the 3VR Face Recognition plug-in, is described in detail.
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